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CH.t.PTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The pericope 2 Cor. 5:1-10 is very i mportant for our 
understanding of Paul's eschatology. Along with 1 Thess. 
4:13-5:11 and I Cor. 15:12-58, it is one of the most signi-
ficant Pauline discussions of life after death. 
This pericope is not only important, but f)lso extremely 
difficult to interpret. When it is discussed, it is almost 
always referred to as a problem. 1 Because of its difficulty, 
commentators have given it a great variety of interpretations. 
The passage has bee~ treated as a reference to the interim 
state, the parousia and the eternal bliss of the dead. It is 
possible to find reputable scholars disagreeing on just about 
every point of interpretation in these verses. 
The cliff icul ty o'f t::ese verses is ccmJou1:ded ;)Y the 
diff iculties inherent in t:-1e epistle itself. The inte:i..~pr·e-
tat ion of the pe:ricope is aff ec,tad by com~:,le:~ qt1estions ~bout 
t ~e nature of t~e Corinthian correspondence, the identity of 
l M.,,r('f'r.·~e.,_ 'Q 'T"1-"' 11 'i'l, e '<'1· _,..J. "'Ud r.ieco.,,...:i Lo·'-te'l"S o·r' -n.,.u, 1~ .. ,c4 ~ .::; ..:., l6 :..., • - l J. c;.c ... - j - ... • J.. i:J l, ~ l I.J ;.,.. U C L - _._ J. C:c -
to the Corinthians in The Cambridge Sible Commentary, edited 
by P. R-:-T.21.-'.:royd and ot'hers (Car.1b°rlc!ge: 1rhe University Press, 
1965), p . 142: "These are some of the most difficult para-
graphs in the whole of Paul's correspondence. There is no 
general ag~eement about how they should be interpreted, and 
no entirely satisfactory solution of the problems they 
:raise." 
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the Cor inthi an opponents, c1ncl ult ima tely the whole question 
of the historical background to Paul's ministry. 
In view of t hese problems, it is not the purpose of this 
paper t o produce a definitive interpretation of this passage 
or a final solution t o its many c1ifficulties. f.n attempt can 
be made , however, at clarification and analyzation. The pur-
pose of this paper, then, is to compare and contrast the 
various interpretations in nn attempt to discover their 
strengths and weaknesses. If possible, some guidelines will 
be suggested for the interpretation of this passage and pro-
babilities will be noted where answe:::.~s are unavailable. The 
complex question of historical background will be discussed 
as it r elates to the various interpretations, but it c annot 
be treated in depth. 
In order to understand this passage, a brief history of 
its interpretation is valuable. The interpretation of 2 Cor. 
5:1-10 in this century has been definitely influenced by the 
ongoing controversy over the sources of Pauline thought. ·New 
Testament scholars have been divided over the question of 
whether Paul's thought pa tterns are Hellenistic, Judaistic, 
or a combination of the two. The passage under discussion 
has been used as support for most of the differing views and 
it has received a wide variety of interpretations. 
The belief that Paul's thought is essentially Hellenistic 
has been promoted in this century by Rudolf Bultm~nn and most 
3 
of his students. Bultmann understands Paul against the back-
ground of Hellenistic .Judaism and Hellenistic Christianity, 
and more specifically, against the background of Gnosticism.2 
According to this viewpoint, the influence of Gnosticism on 
Paul led him to modify his terminology and at times even his 
theological concepts. 
In his Theology of t he New Testament, Bultmann finds in 
this passage an anthropological understanding which is very 
... 
close to Hellenistic-Gnostic dualism.~ The figure of the 
body as a tent or a garment is Gnostic in nature, according 
to Bultmann, as is the thought of the body as an undesirable 
shell inappropriate to the self (5:1-4). This dualism is 
heightened by the opposites posed by Paul of being either 
"at home in the body and away from the Lord" or "away from 
the body and at home with the Lord'' (5:6-8). Bultmann poi~ts 
out, however, that Paul's thought is not entirely Hellenized. 
His insistence upon a "building from God" (5:1) is supposedly 
an "indirect polemic" against the Gnostic view that the n·aked 
self soars aloft free of any body. This anti-Gnostic motif 
) , -y") 
is also seen by Bultmann in the word Ei1"£:v £vq-cr- 'fT"l7~ 1 in 5:4. 
2cf. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 
translated from the German by Kendrick Grober-t°New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), I, 187-352; Exegetische ,. 
Probleme des zweiten Korintherbriefes (Second edition; 
Darmstadt: W"issenschaftl-:icheBuchgesellschaft, 1963), passim; 
Walter Schmithals, Die Gnosis in Korinth (Second edition; 
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 196o;, Eassim • 
... 
JBultmann, Theology, p. 201. 
The Christian does not desire escape from the <:fwy. ci. ; but he 
desires a garment, put on by God, which will replace the 
These Hellenistic reconstructions of Paul have not gone 
unchallenged. Already in the early years of this century 
Albert Schweitzer was rejecting a Hellenistic viewpoint and 
grounding Paul's teaching in the thought world of Late-
Judaism.5 According to Schweitzer, Late-Judaism assumed that 
after dea th the soul carries on an individual, corporeal 
ex istence. This existence is viewed as a period of nakedness 
or a kind of shadowy existence between the natural existence 
and t he supernatural. Paul is supposedly in accord with this 
view in 2 Cor. 5:1-10. Paul assumes that the soul is some-
thing corporeal which is first united with a fleshly body and 
afterwards with a glorif~ed body. He thinks of the period of 
nal{edness, which must be undergone by those who have fall en 
asleep, as a miserable existence (5:1-4). He would therefore 
rather be alive at the parousia in order to be reclothed with 
the glorified body without being first unclothed in death. 
More recently, W. D. Davies also has rejected the 
4~., p. 202. 
5
_fllbert Schweitzer, The Myf:_t_ici.~ of Paul the l~postle, 
translated from the German by \' illiam Montgomery (New Yorlc 
Henry Holt and Co., 1931), pp. 130-135. "Late-Judaism" is 
Schweitzer's term. It apparently refers to the inter-
testamental period. 
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Hellenistic interpretation of Paul. 6 He insists that Paul 
can be understood completely within the framewo:rk of rabbinic 
Judc1ism. Tal~ing c:s his clue the rabbinic teachings on "This 
Age" and the "Age to Come," Davies concludes that since for 
Paul the "Age to Come" had already begun with the 1·esu:rrection 
of Christ, it was possible for him to speak of receiving the 
resurrection body at dea·th (5: 1). The Greek concept of the 
reception of the supernatural life at death, then, Davies 
explciins as a logical deduction from Paul's rabbinic under-
standing of eschatology. 
Still a third approach to the passage is that of the 
inte1"p1·eters who see in Paul a rather drastic development 
from 3 Jewish view to a Hellenistic · view of eschatology. 7 
This view claims that Paul's Jewish hopes for the parousia 
gradually faded, causing his eschatology to take on Greek: 
overtones. 
According to this interpretation, 2 Cor. 5:1-10 repre-
sents the final stage in the Helleuization of Paul's escha-
tology. Paul started out with a Jewish eschatologi.cal belief 
6v1. D. Davies, St. Paul and Rabbinic Jud~ism (Second 
,.,=--;~',"\ ?--...-~"""R 
edition; London: SPvK, l~o2;, pp. ull-u~o. 
7cf. R.H. Charles, A Crit!s_al_!!~?to~ of the Doctrine 
9LL~ut~~.._~ Life, in Israel, in Ju.d.ai~;:~ and in Ch~5:_~tianity 
(Second edition; London: tdam and Charles Black, 191v), pp. 
455-461· c. H. Dodd, New Testament Studies (Manchester: The 
University Press, 19531, pp. 108-118;'7ilfred L. Knox,~-
Pau! 8nd the Church of the Gentiles (Cambridge: The Univer-
sity PreSS:-:f939l-;-pp. 128-145. 
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containing strong futuristic and apocalyptic elements (1 I Thess. 
~:13-lS), but by the writing of 2 Corinthians he has abandoned 
his futuristic eschatology for a realized eschatology. Paul 
no longer expects the advent of Christ in his lifetime, but 
he comforts h i mself with the belief t hat h e has a house with 
which he will be clothed whe;.1 he di es. 
Finally, t her e :;ire those who do not interpret this pas-
s age agc:i inst any particulaz- bc:i ckgrouncl and who do not see a 
devel opment in Paul's theology. These men find the passage 
consis t ent with the rest of Paul's escha tology; t herefore, 
they trea t it somewha t like a medita tion on t he sta te of the 
Q Christian after death. 0 
The motiva tion f or t h is passage is usually found by 
the s e men in Paul's apparer.t concer n about his pl1ysical con-
di ticn . Oper ating with t he belief t ha t Paul s hows great 
doubt about surviving to t he pa rousia, they see in this pas-
s age t he followins elements: (a) A fear of t he nak edness 
wh ich t he dead man must endure between death ancl the parousia; 
(b) A desire to be alive at the parousia to escape this unhappy 
ezperience; (c) A statement of confidence t hat even if he does 
die, he will be with the Lord. 
These various interpretations of 2 Cor. 5:1-10 cannot be 
n 
°Cf. E . i~ . A . Kennedy, St. Pr: u:!._' s Conce-e_.tion of the Last 
Thi ngs (Second edition; London: IIodder and S""toughton, 1904"), 
;;·;:--2G2-272; Hans Lietzmann, An die Korinther I - I I , supple-
mented by Wer ner Georg KUmmel-{;.7ourtll edition; Taoingen: 
J. c. B. Mohr, 1949), pp. 117-121. 
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understood and evaluated by themselves. They must be seen 
a gainst t h e background of the major thrusts of Pauline escha-
tology. For this reason we must take a brief look at Paul's 
eschEtology in general. 
CHAPTER II 
AN OVERVIEW OF PAULIHE ESCHATOLOGY 
.Lllbert Schweitzer has emphasized that eschatology is not 
just an appendix to Paul's theology, but a critical aspect of 
it which conditions all of his thought. 1 Throughout Paul's 
correspondence we meet with the conviction that the Lord is 
at hand ; it· is this ardent expectation which gives a sense of 
urgency to all of Paul's teaching and exhortation.~~ 
In l Thessalonians Paul's concern is that the congrega-
tion ma y be found holy and blameless when the Lord appears 
1 Albert Schweitzer , Th_e I~ys!_ici~ of __gaul the .§F2~tle, 
translated f:rom the German by \ITlliam l-.font gome:;.~yt'New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1931), pp. 52-54. In more recent 
days this has been underscored by Ernst rrnsemann in a number 
of articles, al l reprinted in Exegetische Versuche und 
Besinnungen (Second edition ; G6ttingen: Vandenhoecl"t™~ 
"Ifupr°ech"f~f965), II: "Zurn 'I'hema der urchristlichen f.pokalyp-
tik ," pp . 125-131; "Gottesgerechtigkeit bei Paulus," pp. 
181-193. This has led to a dispute with G. Ebeling, "Der 
Grund chr:tstlicher Theologie," Zeitschri:ft fUr Theologie und 
Ki:i."che, LVIII (1961) 227-244 · E":-""'Fuchs 1 "Uber die !1ufgabe 
e::ri."1'"er -christlichen Tfi.eologie, I, Zeitschr i ft fUr Theologie und 
Kil~che , LVIII (1961), 245-267; andk-:-Bultmann , "AIXAIO~YNH 
GEOY , 11 Journal of Biblical Literature, LY •.XXIII (1964), 12-16; 
" Ist die-... ~pokalyptf'K die mut-fer-der dlristlichen Theologie, II 
!:J2_0JiE:_9E_~t-}: ~stscl}_riJt fq_r Ern~~- Hae~c hen (Ber lin: Verlag 
Alfred Topelmann, l~E>4l , pp. W--6r.-T·ile argument turns 
around the question of whether there is actually a future 
aspect to Paul's thought which,concerns us today. 
,, ~ r I • 
2For a recent bibliography of Pauline eschatology see 
Rudolf Schnackenburg, Neutestamentliche Theologie: Der Stand 
der Forschung (Mtfnchen:K~sel-Verlag, 1963), pp. 104-105. 
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with all his saints (2:19; 3:13; 5:23). In Galatians Paul 
looks forward to a rescue from this present evil age (1:4). 
I Corinthians begins with a concern for the steadfastness of 
the Co:rinthians as they WP.it for the revealing o:f the Lord 
(1:7-8), and ft closes with a prayer for the coming of the 
Lord (16:22; confer 7:29-32; 10:11; 11:26). 2 Corinthians 
also contains frequent references to this day of the Lord 
(1:14 ; 5:10; 11:2). In Romans, the redemption for which the 
whole crea tion yearns (3:19) is nearer than before (13:11), 
and in Philippians Paul's concern is that his faithful ones 
may be his boast in the day of the Lord which is at hand 
(1:6,10; 2:10; 3:20-22; 4:5). 
This eschatological expectation of Paul's was prompted 
by his conviction that Jesus of Nazareth was the Messiah who 
ha d i naugurated the new aeon. Paul believed that the 
Messianic age had arrived with Jesus. Jesus gave himself to 
deliver mankind from the present evil age (Gal. 1:4), from 
the principalities and powers (Col. 2:15), and from the powers 
of darkness (Col. 1:13). He is the second Adam who has 
reversed the deleterious effects of the first Adam's sin 
(Rom. 5:12-21), replacing the reign of death with the reign 
of life. His death, resurrection and exaltation marked the 
advent . of the age to come; Paul looked for the consummation 
of that age in the second advent of Christ. 
The Christian, by virtue of his baptism, shares in the 
blessings of this new age (Rom. 6:1-11). He is already 
10 
justified (Rom. 8:30). He is t:ransferrecl to the kingdom of 
God's beloved Son (Col. 1:13). He lives a new life in the 
new age bec:::iuse he has alreQdy cliecl with Christ to the old 
Qeon (Gal. 2:20; Eph. 2:5-10). The Christian's solidarity 
with ~dam in sin and death has been replaced by his solidar-
ity with Jesus Christ, Adam's antitype, in righteousness and 
life (Rom. 5:15-17). 
The Christian's par.ticipation in the resu:r:rection age, 
--
however, does not mean that he is completely freed from the 
old aeori. The Ch:ristian's life is one of tension between the 
ol d and the new a eon. He is being continually transformed 
into the likeness of Christ (Rom. 8:29; 2 Cor. 3:18; 4:6), 
but he is not yet delivered from the body of death (Rom. 
7:24). 3 He has received the Spirit, but it is only the down 
payment and guarantee of the glory which is to be his (2 Cor. 
1:22; 5:5; Eph. 1:13). Ee has been made an heir of God and a 
joint heir with Christ (Rom. 8:17; Gal. 4:7), but he still 
awaits fulfillment in the "revealing of the sons of God"· 
(Rom. 8:19). 
What the Christian awaits is the final actualization of 
3Certain commentators deny that this is a reference to 
Paul's post-conve:rsion existence. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, 
Existence and Faith: Shorter Writings of Rudolf Bultmann, 
~fedand tx~nslatecl by-·s"chubert ff:-Ogden O::few York: The 
World Publishing Co., 1960), pp. 147-157; W. G. KUmmel, RQ_mer 7 
und clie Bekehrung des Paulus (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1!5""29); 
~:;-;;-;;-- ., T ee:1ll"'""C' ~- • ·~ :e ~i'--. ·1 s--'·1 e +o ·:·be Rot'rnns t"""rsi --ted 
• • J.. ""' ,._ ...,. U • .:..J - tiii,4 .,I. V , - .1,,- ;_j~J - l, .,;~ "' V - • 4.C • .. .., J - '"1 • - t.., 
-~,..o··, ... ?, e -.,.,,. e ,1c11 b·r 'P'~~ o -a' ·11· ~·~1-·· Ale"1el "'11;,r-·;;,1d re•1  ~ro-4 '·· Tl.1e J.. - :1.1. l., ;._ J.: .4 ..... .} .. :t."1.:.. - . !. ~:.l t., \v .. \ ca .... '-'i c. , ... '\ " ~ ........ 
i'!o:rld 2.:>ublis~:!.ing; Comp~.ny, 1961), pp. 180-109. 
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his ~esurrection at the parousia. tt the parousia the new 
spi?it u~l body will replace this body of death, and mortality 
will put on immortality (1 Cor. 15:54 ) • . Then the Christian 
will ~now i n f ull the glory of the new aeon inaugurated by 
Jesus Christ. 
Paul gives us a glimpse of this consumr.1.a tio::1 in t he 
f ourth chapter of l Thessalonians. In reply to the concern 
of t he Thessalonians about t heir dead brethren, Paul points 
out that the resurrection of Jesus assures the resurrection 
of those who believe in him (~: 14). ~peaking by t he at1thor-
ity of the Lord ( ~:15) 1 Paul outlines t he events of the 
parousia as follows: (a) The Lord Hi mself will descend from 
he2ven; (b) The dea d in C1u~ist shall rise; (c) Then they, 
together with the Christians who are still alive at that time, 
will meet the Lord in the air (~:16-17). The hope of resur-
rection which t he Christian 1-mows as a member of the resur-
rected Body of Christ will be realized in his personal 
resurrection at the perousia. 
Paul discusses this resurrection hope more thoroughly 
in 1 Cor. 15:12-58. Speaking to a congregation which appar-
ently had difficulties with the concept of _resurrection, Paul 
elaborates more fully on the nature of the resurrection body 
and the events of the last day. He uses the ~nalogy of the 
development of a sown seed in order to describe the resur-
.. 
rection body (15:36-38). Just as the body of the grovm plant 
is different from the seed which was originally sovm, so the 
• 
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resurrection body is diif erent f1~om the body of :flesh which 
is sown in the earth. Different kinds of seeds yield C::if:fer-
ent kinds of products. So there are different kinds of bodies 
and different kinds of glory. The body of flesh and blood 
will not inherit the kingdom of Gocl (15:50). There must be 
a ch2nge from physical to spiritual (15:44), from perishable 
to imperishable, from mortal to immortal (15:53). This change 
will take place at the parousia, when both the living and the 
dead will be transformed (15:52). The Christian can be con-
fident thcit just as he has borne the image of the "man of 
dust," so he will be changed to bear the image of the "man of 
heaven" (15:49). 
This b1~ief survey has attempted to show that Paul's 
eschatology centers around his belief in the resurrected 
Ch:rist and in the deliverance of the whole man at the 
parousia. Christ is the head of redeemed mankind; as the 
"first-born of the dead" he leads us to a bodily resurrec-
tion. ln this life, the new aeon which has dawned in the 
resurrection of Christ is experienced only incompletely by 
the Christian as a member of the Body of Christ. He still 
awaits the redemption of his body (Rom. 8:23) which will 
occur only at the parousia, when the body of death gives 
place to the new spiritual body of the resurrection. Only 
then will the Christian live entirely in the new aeon • 
CHAPTER III 
A STUDY OF THE PASSAGE 
The wide context of this passage deals with the Apostolic 
office. In 2:14-7:2 Paul discusses his understanding of the 
ministry. His ministry is a life-giving one (2:16; 3:6) 
which is characterized by the glory of the new aeon (3:7-18). 
Paul is :full of confidence in this ministry, for the God who 
has c2lled him to it has also qualified him for it (3:4-6). 
The glory of Paul's ministry, however, is hidden under 
the mask of death. He has his treasure in an earthen vessel 
(4:7). In his sufferings and perils he shares in the death 
of Jesus (4:8-10). But it is just when he is given up into 
death that the life of Jesus is at work in his worlt (4: 10-11). 
Paul concludes this thought--the working of the death and 
life of Christ in his body~-with the assurance of the final 
life-giving work of Jesus. "He who raised the Lord Jesus 
will raise us also with Jesus and bring us with you into his 
presence" (4:14). Paul sees the resurrection at the parousia 
as his ultimate destiny. 
This thought gives Paul new courage (4:16), for it 
reminds him that his slight momentary affliction is preparing 
him for an eternal weight of glory (4:17). Even though his 
outer nature is wasting away, his inner nature, his solidarity 
with the new aeon in Christ, is being renewed day by day 
14 
(4::lG). By keeping his eye on the realities of the new aeon, 
he is sustained in his sufferings in this aeon (4:18). 
It is in the light of these verses that our passage 
should be studied. · Paul seems to be carrying his argument 
one step further when he discusses the destruction of our 
earthly tent (5:1). If the decomposition of the flesh is 
carried to its limit in death, we have a building from God. 
,, 
With the term 01{d.J>A-t,V in verse 1, Paul seems to be 
introducing a well-known Christic1n concept as an explanation 
for what has been just stated.1 \ The explanatory o°'f also 
reinf orces this idea. Paul had alresdy spoken to the Corin-
t h ians on matters of eschatology (1 Cor. 15:12-58) nnd here 
he may be alluding to this earlier teaching. Paul does not 
lose heart (4:16) because of his sure conviction that "if the 
earthly tent we live in is destroyed, we have a building from 
God, a hot1se not made with hands, eternal in the heavens." 
>' The conditional sentence formed by i«v with the aorist sub-
junctive K~~«~v?lf indicates what Paul expects to occur under 
certain circumstances, namely, the circumstance of the death 
1 V c, "The formula o,i~fa£,V oT, is frequently used to intro-
duce c1 well-knovm fact thc1t is generally accepted." Walter 
Bauer, A Greel(-English Lexicon of the New Testa ment and Other 
Early C"ii.rTstic1n-Literature, translated and adapted from the 
fourfh i~evised an:d aug1nented edition by 1'lilliam F. Arndt and 
F . 1'lilbur Gingrich (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1961), p. 558. Hereafter this worlc will be referred to as 
B-A-G. Cf. Rom. 3:19; 6:9; 7:1~; S:22,23; l · Cor. 8:4; 2 Cor. 
'f:'i;"). Tim. 1:8; see also Rom. 5:3; 1 Cor. 6:2,3,9; 2 Cor. 
4: 14; 5:15; 1 Thess. 3:3; 5:2; 2 Thess. 3:7. 
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of the Christian. Since the aorist subjunctive appears both 
in general conditions and in those referring to something 
impending, the gram1:_1ar here does not let us scty for cert~in 
whether Pciul expects to die before the parousia. 2 He does 
conceive of the possibility, however, and stcttes his assur-
ance in the face of this possibility. 
This verse presents no great textual or grammatical 
diff i culties. The problem is rather with the vocabulary. 
' ~ / ' · -- , / Firs t of clll, what does Paul mean by rl ernrt.,os l'l/'4WV' 011~,« 
/ 
-rov 0->--1'111<1v5? The figure seems to refer to the mortal body 
<:> 
we be~r on earth, as opposed to the future heavenly body.~ 
, / 
The word t.rr 1 0 £..1 os certainly refers to something· which exists 
on earth in contrast to what is not on earth.4 That something 
> ,I ) / is the o 11< '" • In Greek thought, the word o, K 1tJt was often 
used to refer to the human body; that is probably the 
2F. Bl ass a nd A. Deb1~unner, A Greek Grammar of t he New 
Tes t~ment and Other E::irly Christi8n £'ITe'r8fure, translatea 
a11crJ?evise'cf-f rom the \rt11.:Y-6"t"li--GermanedftTon'Sy Robert Yl; 
Funk (Chicago: The University of Chicago Pi·ess, 1961), par. 
no. 373. I-Iereafter this wor!{ will be ref erred to as Bl-D-F. 
3c ~ .,... L . J ,,. ~. T' • .,, t-. I -T . r.· ., l x. rians 2.eczmann, r .. n c,2.e -"'or1nc .. er -!.. ... , in L1a nar.1uc1 
z um Neu en Testament, sunolemei1ted by' ':Ternel" Georg Kur.imei 
~,.. .. · -·--~-,- - •• fr~-;,"· • - - J · C ""' 1~ l 19A9) I"'" 117 
,~ou:rtn euition; .!.i.11'.)J.ngen: • . o. ho1r, · - , A, ; 
Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, Die Briefe an clie_!Corinther, in :::)c1s 
Neue Test.iment Deutsch, edited by PaulA'Ithaus (Fifth edition; 
~;~}ff1n·gen: V'anclenho'ecfr" & Ruprecht, 1946), VII, 127. 
4Cf. Hermann Sasse, " tn, t11'/yi,, IS , " Theological Diction-
ziry of t he Hew Testament, edited by Gerharcflrittel, edited 
a 1 dtransiatedby Geoifrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964), I, 680-681. Hereafter 
this wol"1.: will be ref erred to as TDNT. 
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meaning here.5 
...., ~ 
The backgrotmd and meaning of Tou <TKta'i'ov, , a genitive 
of apposition, is not so clear. According to Michaelis, in 
6 G:..~eeJ.c literature it often means simply the human body. 
I 
Understood against this background, the term G"K rivo11.s would 
not be emph~sized in order to stress the impermanence of the 
> / boay·. It wot1ld be understood as a synonym of 01k.t« and 
noth ing more. The whole phrase, then, would mean "the earthly 
tent we live in." 
Other commentators, however, understand the figure 
against a Jewish baclcground which stresses the impermanence 
of the ·tent. P. E. Hughes thinks that Paul hci d in mind the 
wilderness experiences of the children of Israel when they 
lived in tents. 7 A more likely suggestion is thcit of T. TI. 
Manson, who feels that the allusion is to the Feast of 
Tabernacles which commemm.~a ted the wilderness wanderings. 8 
5Philo used this wo:.."d in an anthropological sense to · 
mean the body as the prison of the soul, e.g., Som. I, 22; 
Pra em. Poen., 120; cf. Otto Michel, 11 0/,clt1e. ," Theologisches 
Wo i-terbuchzum Neu en Testmnent, edited by Gerhard F1.-i'ecTrfch 
-(Stuttgart: ff:-l.~1ner'""verfag, 1954), V, 133-136. Here-
after this wordbook will be referred to as~-
6w. Michaelis, "CTK~\hj "TVTNT VII, 383-385. , _, 
£~~- 13,12. 
Cf. Corp. 
-
?Philip Edgcumbe Hughes, ~l's Second Epistle to the 
Corinthians, in The New Internatio'n5'f Comraent2ry on t11e1'1'ew 
l'i'e·s-=foment, editecio""y11ec!J.3. ITT;°onehouse (G'randRapTds: tlm. :s. 
'Eexorrians Publishing co·:, 1962), p. 162. 
ST. w. Manson, 11 I/\A£.T'HP1or1, 11 Jot1rnal of Theologic~l 
Stud:i.es, XLVI (January 1945), 1-10. See also W. D. Davfes, 
------------------------~--------
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At this feast the celebrants occupied huts for a short period 
of time and then returned to their homes. The parallel ~ould 
be to man's. brief life in his body, conceived of as a tempo-
rary dwellin~ . This emphasis on the impermanence of the body 
would seem to be supported by 2 Peter 1:13 and Is. 39:12, 
where the transiency of man's tent house is stressed. With 
this interpretation, the emphasis on the transiency of the 
> , 
tent contrasts well with the eternal character (t::C 1wv,ov) of 
') I 
t he heavenly o\~1~; for this reason it is perhaps to be pre-
f er:recl. 
· The verb xor.rccAu'lY:j" is often used to describe the destruc-
tion or dismantling of buildings. 9 It is therefore not 
inappropriate to describe the tearing down of a "tent-house. 1110 
In opposition to the figure of the tent-house Paul sets 
St. Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (Second edition; London: SPCK 1 
·1. sG2") , p;-~r • 
9
~-:~-G 1 p. 415. 
, 
> lfI-Iughes 1 p. 162 1 n. 18: "In general 1 K4'T'4 ~ """' and 
c::..v0r-A.v~11r are synonymous verbs, and the latter was sometimes 
used of the operation of st:rilting camp, that is, the dis-
mantling of tents (cf. Polybius, V1 xxviii 1 8; II Mace. 9:1)." 
Cf. L. Brun, "Zur Auslegung von II Cor. 5:1-10," Zeitschrift 
fur die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde des 
'O'FcnrTsten'tmns~NTI"I tr~"'9) 1 26'7~29. 1-Ie ma1~es the 
interesting suggestion that~~.~~~~; is not to be understood 
of death in a literal sense, but of the dying which taltes 
place in the apostolic work (4:7-18). This would mean that 
P~ul is merely speaking for himself here; however, we have 
already shown that Paul is speaking general truths here. 
Suv:ra 1 p. 14. 
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> - ~ , 
t.v ,o 1.s ovfc:. vc,i;. This figure also presents cliff icul ties. 
> ... Il'°ost inte::..·preters ::..·efer the oi,-.,:,[ofa"V' to the individual 
resur rection body of the Christian. There is support for 
thi s idea of individual corporeality in the Greek background 
o:i: t he te1·m. 11 
J. A. T. Robinson, on t he other hand, interprets 
) " 
ou~o<fo)',viv against a Hebrew background. He claims that the 
Hebrew idea of "body" is one of solidarity rather than indi-
v i clua tion. 
) , 
He also suggests th2.t Paul's use of 01Kooo~~ 
elsewhere (1 Cor. 3:9; Eph. 2:21; 4:12,16) indicates that 
here it ought to be understood as the corporate Body of 
Chr ist, not the individual resurrection body. 12 
,, 
The verb &Xoµ~v is used to support both of the above 
J " i nterpreta tions. I f o,x.<>itJ.)'1111' refers to the Christian's 
ll 
ind ividual r esurrect ion body J t hen the i;x opi.'1/ may mean that 
Paul conceives of t hose bodies as already prepared for the 
Christia n in heaven. 13 Another possibility is that the 
llcorn. Herm. 10,17; 13,3,14; cf. Philipp Vielhauer, 
.£iicsidoTI_:~~s. BITd vo~.EEu i 1: -~'=.r ch~tlichen Li t era tur vom 
l~euen 'fes tament ~ J. emens 11lexa nch"111us°D-ieiae'Iberg: 
Kar l sru11e'=TI'uriach, f 04'0). 
12
.John A. T. Robinson, The Body (London: SCM Pxess, 
1952), pp. 76-78. Cf. E. Eariel!.I..lis, Paul and His Recent 
Inter preters (G1·and Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 
"H'rcrof, pp. 41-~2. Ellis also cites 1, . Ii'eui llet, "La demeui-e 
celeste et la clestinee des chretiens (II Cor. V. 1-10)," 
TI.ec he:rches de Science Relig ieuse, XLIV (1956), 161-192, 
30·0::~·02. .-
13·r1enc1l~nc:l, p. 127: "Oi:i: en;Jar hat Paulus d i e Voi-st el-
lung, cl ::. ss dieser neue Leib i m Himmel fertig dalie~e." 
10 
p~esent tense o1 the var~ coula ~e understoo~ in a futu r istic 
sense. P8ul is so confi~ent of the 1utu~e conditio~ th8t ~e 
Co~'_.<:::-:-,_•:,ei::: 1· -:- ., 1 · · (" 1 ~ - u - - u 8 s a pres enc:; ::..·e.i :i.:c:;y :.: or e:;i::amp e, Mt. 23:45; 
n:;::1.;: . 10 :33; Jn. 21:3; l Cor. 16:5) . 1 "1 Robinson, however, feels 
t ha t t he prese~t tense of t he verb excludes the possibility 
t ha t t he resurrection body is referred to here. 15 It is the 
corpo1·c1 te Body. of Christ which is our real possessio:i now, and 
not the individual resurrection body. P8ul's use of the verb 
)/ 
'i..JO)J~ i n this epistle could confi:rm this stress on present 
possession (confer 3:4,12; ~:7). Finally, the present tense 
)I 
of ixo,µ~v is also stressed by those who feel that here Paul 
ha s c ha nged from a futuri~tic to a realized eschatology. 
)/ 
They point to ~){O>'f.-V as an indication that Paul expected to 
receive his resurrection body upon death and not at the 
parousic1. 16 
~ L1 
.!. ""i' .. lfred Plt1mmer, A C:r.~tic81 and E:;regetica 1 Cor.~r.1entn17 
on t he Second Epistle o:Z St . Priul to the Coxinthinns in 
'ffi"elnfernat:Iona'l"c'rTticareomm~ry (EdT:nburgh: T. ' & T •· ?'i"'i"-::;--rn-5~-~ -w v ;r:;s: .. 1..,J.a ...... c, l ;;, l .JJ, .ii.XA.i. v, ..1.· .... 
15Robinson,· ~- 77. 
lGR. H. Charles A Critical History of the Doctrine of 
' ---~p·----· . 
. ~ _!_l_!!ll_!.<;._~~~-~sr~~.!.z.._~1:..~1:.~~ i~z.. a n<L, ~~<:_.hr i~ ::i..i nit~ [ Second edition; London: £:-dam and Charles Blacl::, 1913), p. 
453. A small group of commentators interpret the o:~~,~p~r 
as the "he8ve:ily abode" of God's people which they ente:.:-
upon death; cf. Charles Hodge, An Expos_i tion of the S~cond 
Euistle to the Corinthians (New"""Yo~George n. Doran ~ 
1 .. 6"5"§'), pp. lc'S-f"irc, R. C:-H. Lenski, Th~ Interpretation of 
St. Pau1 's First and Second Eoistle to the Corinthians 
'('colum'6us, Ohio: "1..li"tneran-BooltConcern, 1~37), pp. 9~-1017, 
and R. V. G. Tasker, The Second Epistle of Paul to the 
20 
) \ > This o~~vJ'O.)HIW, which Paul says we have, is E.K 79£.ov 
hlthou~h i t is true that the material body is also from God 
(1 Cor. 8 :G; 11:12; 12:18,24), the spiritual body is in the 
str ictest sense God's creation. The ~11;,. '9£,,ov could easily be 
appl ied either to the individual resurrection body (1 Cor . 
15:33) or to the corporate Body of Christ (1 Cor. 3:9). 
) . ) , 
This 011<,oJofavf is f urthe1~ qualified as an '1'"''6iv 
> / > ..... J -
oc1wVIDV' £.v roas ouf(l("a1J. These terms all 
stress t he God-given qualities of the "building f rom God," in 
opposit ion to the fra il, earthly body. While the earthly 
... / 
oody is a tent-lik e dwelling (Tou <r"'- nvo&.s), t he building from 
, / ) / 
God i s e t erna l (~ 1 ""v,o., ) a nd not made with hands (0t..-X,fr'f<J1lD11t,"V) • 
.) , 
I t is perma nent, not t empo1~a1. Unlike the earthly ( .-rr, J'L u.s ) 
) - ) -body, its proper environment is heaven ( £V rou ovf'tTYo•J ) • 
l t c an be seen, then, that the indefiniteness of Paul's 
l anguage in this verse le.:ives it unclear whether his assur-
ance is in his membership in the corporate Body of Christ, or 
i n his receipt of a resurrection body at death, or at the· 
pa rousia. Our previous study of the context, however, would 
seem to indicate that Paul's eyes are focused on the reali-
{ 
ties of t he new aeon to be actualized in the last day, and ( 
Corinthi ans, in The Tyndale New Testament Commentaries (Grand 
Rapids: Wm':"' B. Eerdma11s-Publishing _ Co.' 195·8)' pp. 77-S3. 
Th is inter pretation is hardly acceptable, since throughout 
t he passage Paul is clearly setting up a contrast between two 
"bodies," the present body and the future body. 
21 
not just on his own personal destiny •17 He loolts to the 
p arousia, when he will be rc1ised and enter into the glory of 
the Lord with his brothers in Christ (4:14; confer Rom. 8:11). 
He contrasts the momentary afflictions of this aeon with the 
glory which belongs to the new aeon (4:17; confer 3:18, Rom • 
. 8 :17). He looks not to the visible things of this aeon, but 
t o the invisible realities of the new aeon (4:18; confer Rom. 
8 :23-25, 1 Cor. 13:12). Paul seems more concerned with the 
actualization of the new aeon and his participation in it, 
than with the theoretical question of life after death. 
' \ In verse two Paul gives an expl~nation (1<~• '(<'l.f ) of his 
.) , 
affirma tion in verse one. It is uncertain whether '""" Tov,t;J 
" looks ba ck to O"'Kl'\ vo 11J , in which case it would mean "in this 
> ""I'\ --tent-house," or forward to ~rn-.ro vo vvrs,s, in which case it 
would mean "in this fact." Although there are parallels for 
.....,. 
t he latter use of o~T~S (confer Jn. 15:8; 1 Jn. 2:3,5), the 
former interpretation is the simplest here. The parallel use 
of c--re. vrl.f"' in verse four, where Paul specifically speaks· of 
groaning "in this tent," gives good support for a similar 
interpret~tion here. 
The groaning which Paul speaks of here can be paralleled 
in Rom. 8:18-27, the only other place where Paul uses the 
verb q-T£vl.J v • In that passage Paul speaks of a threefold 
groaning. The ·whole creation (3:22), the Christian (8:23) 
17sunra, pp. 13-14. 
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ancl the Spirit (8:26) all groan as they look forward to God's 
redemr:>tive action at the parousia. In Rom. 8:23 the Christian 
already has the first fruits of the Spirit (confer 2 Cor. 5: 5) 
) ' 
ci n e) what he longs for is the redemption of his body ( <XtrO Av "t'f1JfT11/ 
--. 
I ( ..... 
-rov vWp.Oi.Tij 11,µwv ) . If this passage is accepted as a paral-
lel to 2 Cor . 5:1-10, then it is unlikely that the groaning 
in 5:2 could be caused by a fear of death. It is rather the 
pa inful but hopeful longing for the final redemption of the 
b oc1y.18 
) ~,... P::iul says that he has a desire ( i.1T"1 tro ~vv",£..~ ) to put 
on his building from heaven. The verb ~-rr,V'JJcr«v-29a, is a 
double compound which means literally 11 to put on ~. 11 If 
t h is meaning is stressed, t hen Paul apparently desires to put 
h is heavenly body on over his earthly body. In other words, 
he wants to be alive at the parousia in order to put his 
heavenly body on without having experienced death. 19 
An alternative interpretation is possible, however, if 
> I ,1 
one understands £Tr£.v.fuv as synonymous with t.V'~vw. Simple 
and compound verbs were often used interchangeably in the 
Hellenistic world (for example Rom. 15:4; Eph. 6:13; 1 Pt. 
> , 
1:10). It is possible that Paul used ~rr£v,vw here either for 
1 8cf. Johannes Schneider, "'l'T£v:.ftJ ," ~' VII, GOO-G03. 
19cf. Lietznrnnn, p. 117; Plummer, p. 145: "The more 
permanent dwelling is to be drawn over the less permanent 
one, as one garment is drawn over another, and is to take 
its place." 
23 
variety or for the sak e ox allitera tion ( trr£vl~<r0f<r"l.9«,., 
) ,l} ,,..., 
~,rrovo<Jv,&r ) • If this is the case, then there is no reference 
her e to a desire to be alive at the parousia. There is only 
a longing f or a heavenly body to replace the earthly one. 
This heavenly body is s·polcen of here with the term 
) ' 
"n<.l'\'Tnfiov. I f it is a diminutive, it could be an indica-
, ' 
tion tha t the oi.<.. of op KV in verse one is to be· understood 
individually rather than corporately. 20 The word implies an 
. ) , 
inhabitant, which o, K ocf"rl'\ does not; that may be Paul's 
reason for using it here. 
The third verse is a very difficult one. 21 It has 
therefore yielded a wide variety of interpretations. The 
)' 22 f i r st dif ficulty is with the term i-1 d'~. By this term does 
Paul mean to state uncertainty or· confidence? C. F. D. Moule 
,, 
s ays that it depends on the context whether ~, y£ implies 
doubt (for example Gal. 3:4) or confident assumption (for 
example Col. 1:23; Eph. 4:20-21; 1:13; 3:2). 23 It could mean 
20Plummer, p. 145, says it is not a diminutive. 
21
"Daran gesell t sich nun 5 ,3 das eigentliche Ra·tsel der 
Periode." Phi lipp Bachmann, Der zweite Brief des Paulus an 
.die Korinther, in Kommentar zum Neuen Testament, edited by 
Theodor Zahn (Fourth edition; Le~pzig: A. Deichertsche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1909), VIII, 223. 
22 ., ' The textual variant ~' rt"t,p has some strong support in 
P46, B, D and G with minor variations. It is chosen by 
Westcott-Hort, but does not seem to be preferred by any of 
the commentators. 
23 .l'ln Idiom Boo!t of New Testament Greek (Second ed i tion; 
Cambridge: Tlie 'university Press, 1960), p. 164. Bl-D-F, 
24 
either "if indeed" or "inasmuch as," depending on the inter-
pretation one gives to the rest of the passage.24 
> I The word ~V'cf" q-o.,J>r,..ro, gives us similar problems. It has 
a textual variant, > f' , i.K ~ v fZ"01p1,vq1 , which is not well supported 
at all (D >~ , G with minor variations, it, Mcion, Chr). Rudolf 
Bultmann has chosen this variant reading, nevertheless, 
because he feels it makes better sense out of the sentence. 25 
) I ) ' 
EV (vcro<.f"<c:,\/01 , being clothed, is the same fact as Ov 0v~vo I , 
not naked; the sentence as it stands, then, seems to include 
a t au t ology. In order to avoid this, Bultmann choo·ses the 
variant reading . With this reading, Paul is saying that even 
if we pu t off our earthly body we shall not be found naked, 
for we have a heavenly body awaiting us. 
From a textual-critical point of view it would seem 
likely that the very reason which leads Bultmann to choose 
t he variant r eading, namely the tautology, might well be the 
reason the variant arose in the first place. A better 
approach would be either to accept the tautology or find an 
,, 
p. 237 ,sars that u '('E... implies a more definite assumption 
than t.irr'i..f. 
2~ ), 
"'For a thorough discussion of &, <{E. here see Margaret 
Thrall, Greek Particles in the New Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Puol.1shing Co., r962), pp. 82-95. She 
decides that here it indicates assurance. 
25Exegetische Probleme des zweiten Korintherbriefes 
(Second edition; Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesell-
schaft, 1963), p. 11. 
25 
explanation for it.26 
) , 
If we accept the reading ~vJ°v(T~.,µ£.vo,, several interpre-
tations are possible. The first is to refer it to the clothing 
with ou1· earthly body. 27 The meaning then would be: "If 
indeed we are clothed with the garment of the body, we shall 
not be found naked, that is disembodied, at the parousia." 
This interpretation is consistent in its differentiation 
. > r" > , between the simple verb i.Y"a vc.J and the compound verb (c.:rr""'cf "w 
in this passage. On the other hand, the future verb 
'- ""\O ,t £.vf' & '7V\q-oµ.£..t9« would seem to indicate that Paul is · speaking 
of some future clothing which, when it takes place, will keep 
Paul from being found naked. 28 
> . ( , 
P. second possible interpretation refers '-YQV<l'"JAE·n1 to 
) / "7/l 
the same fact as the ~ rr£ v &' vg-cr..<rU'~, in verse 2. Then Paul 
finds the simple verb adequate to express the clothing with 
the resurrection body at the parousia. The verse then would 
mean: "Inasmuch as being clothed with the resurrection body, 
we shall not be found naked." In this case, the clothing . 
could be understood as happening either at the parousia or at 
death. 
A third possibility is offered by Margaret Thrall. She 
) " ) \ 26The suggestion that ~yJv<f'0<p.t....ra1 0 11 <f"fa~"' should be 
treated as a case of asyndeton is structurally inadmissable. 
Plummer, p. 147. 
27E .g. Hughes, p. 169. 
28Plummer, p. 147. 
26 
, / 
suggests that ~vJv~«_.44£vo1 could refer to the moment of 
baptism. 29 She cites Gal. 3:27 and Col. 3:9-10 (confer Col. 
2:11) as two other instances where the same verb is used in 
l \ 
a baptism2l context. lf 011<.ocfo.}4,1'\V" in verse 1 is the Body of 
> , 
Chr ist 1 then 'c.v <f C/<r0{.,µE..v-o1 here would ref er to the putting on 
l / 
of that Body in baptism. By thus referring ~vif v~o,.,,,..,,.f..vo, to 
/ 
a dif ferent moment from the impossibility of being rvpv4I 1 
t he tautology is removed. 
I 
With our interpretation of the word 4'""4 vi); 1 we intro-
duce still another possible interpretation of the verse. The 
, 
above interpr.etations inter pret 0 v~vo~ in the sense of being 
, 
disembodied in death. This use of the term oVJA-VOi is fre-
quent in Greek literature. 30 Albrecht Oepke, however, inter-
prets t he term against a Jewish background in which nakedness 
is a condition of guilt or judgment.31 In the Old Testament, 
nalcedness was the condition of slaves and war captives. Since 
defeat and captivity were viewed as the judgment of God upon 
sin, the term nakedness came to .h~ve connotations of guil-t 
and judgment (Is. 47:3; Ez. 16:37; 23:29; Dan. 4:30b LXX; 
Hos. 2:3; Amos 2:16)~ The Jews had a cultic horror of 
29Thrall, pp. 92-94. 
30p12to 1 Crat. 403b; Philo, Virt. 76; ~- ~. II, 57-59; III, 55; Porphyrius, ~. I,-"31:. 
3111 0vµ.yc,'} 1 11 TDNT, I, 774. Oepk~ refers to a Samaritan Liturgy .for the eve"""'o:f the day of Atonement and the following 
passages: Ex. 20:26; Rev. 3:18; 16:15; Jos. ~. 1 2,148; 
T. Ber. II, 14-15. 
27 
nakedness (Ex. 20:26; Jn. 21:7; Rev. 3:18; 16:15); to be 
I 
0v;4 vol was for them a great evil (1 Mace. 1: 14; 2 Mace. 
4:12-15). , It is therefore conceivable that rv;CAv-os is used 
here with the same overtones of guilt and shame. · If this 
interpretation is accepted, Paul is saying that if we are 
clothed with the heavenly body at the parousia, we shall not 
, 
be :found guilty ( OVµvoJ ) at the judgment Which follows• 
This interpretation also has the advantage of removing the 
tautology. In this case the ("fa vo; refers to an ethical 
qonclition, and not to a metaphysical condition synonymous 
with ' , 32 ~ '(' d V (T ~,'1 t,,/0 I • 
We have seen, then, that Paul's language is not imme-
diately clear, but is capable of a variety of interpretations 
with greater or lesser plausibility. The suggested int.er-
preta tions are: (a) Paul hopes to be clothed with his physi-
cal body until the parousia, and so escape death; (b) He 
assumes that he will receive his heavenly habitation at death; 
(c) Being~baptized and having received the dovm-payment of 
the Spirit, he is certain to obtain the resurrection body; 
32on, 0 v_.c,1. vtJ see ::ilso J. N'. Sevenster, "Some Remarks on 
the yv""'-.,o.s in II Cor. V. 3," Studia Paulina: Festschrift for 
Johannis deZwann, compiled by J. N. Sevenster and W. C. 
van··annik----0-foar"fem: De Erven F. Bohn, 1953), pp. 202-214. 
He cJenies either a Greek or a Hebrew background to the word 
oV>4- Y<J~ • It is just a word to denote the state of the dead 
between death and the parousia. Paul does not say how he 
conceived of that condition. His interest lies, instead, in 
"the eschatological sequence of the history of salvation" 
(p. 212). 
28 
(d) When clothed with his heavenly body, he will not be found 
guilty in God's judgment. 
\ \ 
The 1<0<1 a°"f in ve:~se 4 indicates that Paul intends to 
explsin his though t further. This verse presents us with 
many of the same difficulties as the previous verse, however, 
since the same uncertain vocabulary is used. 
The expressi on "we who are in this tent" clearly refers 
to t hose Chr ist i 8ns alive with P:oiu l a t that t i 1:1e . They a~e · 
) / 
the same as those in t he o L "t(II. in 5: 1. These Cln·istians 
ri ~~ (con~ e~ ~ .n\ 
U-~ .. - --- - V • LJ J 
;' 
Tl,.e me 8:;.1iEg o :2 (!J a ('f,w ~.: e::-e i s C:: ete:;.·~>1ined 'by 
t ~e inte~pret2t ion ) ' ' g i ven to ~<? 'f' 
J ) 7 
~I.{' cl co-:.il d °;Je c ausal 
(conf e1· Ro m. 5:12; P~\il. 3:12). I n this c ase, Paul feels 
I 
opp:!.·essed (f-'°'('0 11.fa.E. llt>t) because he does not vmnt to be 
divested oi h is body ( J,.,/i/0-c,1.<rlllct, ) i!l de:::th . The verb 
'f ') \ ..... 
<rn.v"'J"' , however, could be a clue th~t ~ i;, l:er e is to be 
interpreted simply as "wherefore" or "for indeed." In 5:2 
/ 
and in Rom. 8: 23-24 a-r"f,vdf r.., refers to Paul's longing for the 
redemption of his body. If tluit is the meaning here, then 
/ (A °'fo v;.,.t.v<J, would ref er to the burden of existence in om.· 
tent-dwellings in this aeon (confer 1'iisd o m 9 : 15). This bur-
den causes Paul to sigh ~she· longs fer the redenpt i on of his 
b ody. 
) ) ~ . . The i.lP ,-:J , then, does ~ot g 1 ve ·c21e c s use of Paul's 
sighing, but introduces 8 furt her st2tement of t he same 
longing for the redemption of ·;;he body: 
not want to be unclothed, but clothed." 
"For indeed, we do 
29 
Here we are faced once again with the problem o:f inte:r-
) ~ ~ preting the verb t;,1f£VOvv«.v 1><1. It could mean "put on over," 
in which case Paul is expressing fear of clecith and a clesire 
to receive the heavenly bocly before the earthly one is ·ta~en 
m•12..y. It could also m~~:m simply "put 011." This interpreta-
tion hcis the support of Rom. 8:23-24, where Paul's sighing is 
due to his desire for the redemption of his body. In thcit 
passa6e Paul shows no fear of dea~h, but only a longing for 
his heavenly bocly. 
' ,f ""l() . The term s.K. J'vc-<1-,r o-«1 presents us with the same problems 
,f 
discussed under the term yvf'-411"11.l. It could refer to the 
Greek idea of discarding the garment of the bocly cit death, 
with the resultant nakedness. Paul would then be expressing 
fear of such disembodiment. On the other hand, it could 
reflect the Hebrew background of guilt and judgment. Then 
Paul's concern would be that he not be found guilty in the 
last judgment. 
Paul's ultimate concern in all of this is that what ·is 
\ 
mortal might be swallowed up by life. The mortal ( 7P..,"'rov) 
is for Paul the ~.:.pj, or that which characterizes our 
earthly existence (4:10-12). 33 When we are clothed with our 
heavenly bocly, this mortal will be consumed by life Cf111;J ) . 
This life is characteristic of the new eschatological 
"" 
~~Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 
translated from the German by Kendrick Grobel (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), I, 234. 
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existence which we will enter "t that time. The parallel 
with l Cor. 15:54 is an obvious one and may suggest that Paul 
is thinking of the same parousia experience, not of a change 
at death. 
In verse five Paul points to the source of his assurance 
i n t h is matter. He points out that God is the cause of our 
ulti m" te investiture with the glorified body. He is the one 
, ) \ 
who has prepared us for "this very thing" ( ~, .s ~"To -rov-ro ) . 
The thing wh~ch he has prepared us for is the sure hope of 
t he mortal being swallowed up by life, spoken of in the pre-
vious verses. 
Paul says that God has prepared us for this by giving us 
) - .... ~ 
the do,m payment of the Spirit ( °'ff'°'fJwvv. 'T1N mr~vJ"etT'l).S ) • 
The dovm payment of the Spirit is the first installment of 
the heavenly habitation which awaits us (confer 1:22; Eph . 1: 
1 4 ; Rom. 8 :23). As i ndividuals, we have our portion in the 
> "" 
r esu:rrection body now only in the qff r,,,t3wvoc. ; we share only 
in the first fruits (Rom. 8:23). This down payment is to· 
become determinative of the Christian's new existence (4~16; 
Gal. 5:16-18 ,22-26; Rom. 8:13-14). 
Most commentators refer the dovm payment to the assurance 
of an individual resurrection body at the parousia (confer 
Rom. 8:11). It should be noted, however, that for Robinson 
' -the Clff"f3wva is the pledge of our incorporation into the 
new corpor.eity, the Body of Christ, which will be ours in the 
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.... ti. 
new aeon.~· It is through the Spirit that we have our por-
tion in this new solidarity now, but only at the parousia 
will we share completely in the solidarity of the recreated 
universe in Christ. The interpretation of this verse, then, 
) ~ ' depends greatly upon one's interpretation of the 011<.oQo~nll' 
in verse 1. 
-
, 
With the au~ in verse 6, Paul looks back to verse 5 for 
t he cause of his confidence of which he will speak. "There-
fore," because we have the .. Spirit as a down payment, we are 
...... 
a l wa ys of good courage ( 19"/fovvru). If verses 1-4 are 
understood ~s expressing Paul's fears, then here he has appar-
ently overcome his fears and experienced a great change of 
a t titude. 
) / 
Paul is confident and knows ( ~,cfo-rt,) that while ,ve are 
at home in the body we are away from the Lord. Existence in 
this earthly body means absence from full communion with the 
Lord (Phil. 3:20). Here Paul interrupts his sentence with 
the further insight that we walk by faith and not by "what is 
,,, <I. 
seen" ( £1 ov.5 , v. 7). Even though we have the Spirit, we 
are still deprived of the full . vision of God. 35 Absence from 
34Robinson, pp. 78-79. 
3511Paulus betont vielmehr, dass das Schauen von Angesicht 
zt1 Angesicht im gegenw§rtigen Christenleben noch nic:ht Wirk-
lichkei t ist, und damit ist 5:7 deutlich die eschatologische 
Begrenzung zu 3:18. Weil die Christen jetzt noch das, was 
sie einst .sehen sollen, nur in Hoffnung haben (Rom. 8:24f.), 
sehnen sie sich aus dieser Vorlaufigkeit heraus nach der 
Heimkehr zum Herrn." Klimmel on Lietzmann, p. 2-3. Cf. also 
Numb. 12:8; 2 Cor. 4:18. 
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the ~ord does not mean that the believer is entirely cut off 
from him, however. Faith bridges the gap between the Chris-
tian and him. In this life the Christian's communion with 
him is under the conditions of faith and not under the con-
ditions of what is seen. It is not until the parousia 
(1 Thess. 4:17) that the Christian will participate completely 
in the realities of the new aeon. Only then will he see the 
Lord face to face (1 Cor. 13:12). 
I n verse 8 Paul picks up where he left off in verse G. 
He repeats the 19()(ffo'JvTf,s in the form of 'V~ffDVJ4£V before 
) .... 
he expresses the main verb "" (o~ov~'-V . Having pointed out 
that we are presently at home in the body and away from the 
Lord, he expresses the preference for being away from the 
body and at home with the Lord. 
?he difficulty in interpreting these verses lies in the 
Used by Paul only in these 
verses, they admit of differing interpretations. The tradi-
tional interpretation understands "at home in the body" to 
refer to life in the earthly body, while "away from the body" 
refers to the naked intermediate state (confer Wisdom 
3: 1-5) • 36 
It is possible, however, that here Paul is not referring 
to the interim state at all. He may be speaking of the 
36see also Philo, Leg. Alleg. 3,14; Migr. c\br. 34,466. 
Bultmann considers this idea so dualistic as to be very close 
to Gnosticism, Theologx_, I 1 201-202. 
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contrast between life in this body and life in the resurrec-
tion body. In that case he is expressing the same hope as he 
expressed in verses 1-4.37 
Finally, it has been suggested that the contrast is not 
betueen individual states of existence, but between corporate 
':>O 
realities which inhere in JI.clam and in Clu"ist • ..Ju According to 
this interpretatj.on, "at home in the body" means at home "in 
the solidarities and securities of earthly existence. 1139 In 
.... 
this case, the term <J'"W)'~ is interpreted as the self in its 
/J.Q 
solidarity with sin ancl death.- The opposite of being in 
_.,.. / 
the <rw;.,t.o., then, is the life of the uw_;A,\¥ 1t"£U.,c.tciti,~c>V'(l Cor. 
15:4~) in which the solidarities of the new aeon are realized. 
Paul's desire in verse 8, then, is identical with that of 
verse 4. It is a desire to be clothed with the Body of Christ 
at the parousia. 
\ , (_ .... 
The <5, o with which verse 9 begins looks back to t.u ooKOV.)ol&.v 
in verse 8. Since we would rather be at 
home with the Lo:rd, therefore we make it our aim to please 
~ ';9. l, ,_ 'S-
him (<..p•Ao·ri)40VJ4£,. o/ • • • &"°'c£rrr:>l «l"T'f .:.,vvc, ) • In this 
manner the Spirit gets his due already in the present. 
37Lietzmann, p. 121: "Die Sehnsucht des Pls richtet sich 
durchweg auf die Parusie." . 
6:6; 
38Ellis, p. 46. 
39nobinson, 
40E11 · . J.S, p • 
7:2S; 8:13; 
p. 29. 
46 gives the following references: Rom. 6:12; 
Phil. 3:~1; 1 Cor. 15:43-44; Col. 2:11. 
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Psul holds this ambition, to be found acceptable to God, 
,, .) J -
whether at home or away from home ( a:.lT'£. sv "~o"vT&.s )I 2.1 TL 
) A 
~,~i.-iftO'-'VT&J ) • The problem which these alternatives raise 
is whether the participles refer to the Lord or to the body. 
Paul could be saying that he strives to be pleasing whether 
at home with the Lord or away from the Lord. The order of 
the participles js against this interpretation, however, since 
it is unlikely that Paul would mention the future condition 
before the present one. The other alternative is best. We 
strive to be pleasing to him whether at home in the body or 
away from the body. 
Once again we are faced with the question of what Paul 
means by "away from the body." He may mean the disembodied 
state of the dead. In that case, Paul's meaning would be: 
"We aim at winning the Lord's approval, whether at his coming 
he finds us in the body or already out of it." On the other 
hand, he may equate being away from the body with being in 
the heavenly body. Then Paul would be saying: "It is our 
aim to please him, whether we are in this body or in our 
heavenly body in the new aeon." 
In verse 10 Paul notes that we have good reason for being ~ 
pleasing to God, for ·· "we must all appear before the judgment 
seat of Christ." God has decreed ({i,1) that we must all be 
made manifest ( cpo.Y1.ftJ?9;;v«i) before the judgment bench 
35 
Paul does not say specifically when this appearance 
before the judgment seat must take place. In the New Testa-
ment the judgment is i~timately tied up with the last day. 
In that day Christ will sit as judge (1 Cor. 4:4-5; 2 Cor. 
5:10) and he will deliver the judgment according to the man-
date of God (Rom . 2:16; confer 1 Thess. 3:13). God, who 
afte:r judgment distributes the commendations (1 Cor. 4:5), 
can also be designated as judge (Rom. 3:6; 14:10). 
1 
Paul says that at this judgment seat each one must 
/ ~ 
receive a recompense (J<Ofa'cr~rou) for what he has done (rrro.s 
)1 >, (! \ \ - , 
r:t G.Trf°'S(:,,'1/') during his life in the body (TO' 61« nu <TW)41Vr0 .S ), 
.,, , ' ·"" ' >' --J whether good or bad ( £in:. «ro-.v o't/ rt•T~ c.f"'v ov ) . It is 
)I ~ interesting to note the aorist g,Vf<A) ~v", which seems to sug-
gest that all of man's past can be summed up into one action 
committed in the past. This suggestion seems even more 
plausible in view of the change from the plural to the singu-
> -,() \ ..... I 
lar ( °"oQU''7', J Cf°'"A l>V ) • It would seem that when one stands 
before the judgment seat, his judgment takes place on the 
basis of a single principle which makes him either good or 
bad. If Paul's dichotomy throughout this passage has been 
between those clothed in Christ and those naked in guilt at 
the judgment, then this change could be readily understood as 
4lon '3f,.t see E. Fascher, "Theologische Beobachtungen zu 
iCt ," Neutestamentlichen Studien fur R. Bultmann (Second 
edition; Berlin: Alfred T~pelmann, 1957), pp. ~-252. 
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a further application of this dichotomy. 
Tie have discovered many difficulties in our interpreta-
tion of this passage. The language and syntax are flexible, 
and t he vocabulary is uncertain. Many of the important terms 
are not used elsewhere by Paul; so it is not possible to 
establish a Pauline usage. This problem is further compli-
cated by the fact that for m.iny of the terms both a Greek and 
a Hebrew backg1·ound can be discovered. This flexibility has 
led to a variety of interpretations which are, at first 
gl.ince, all more or less valid. None of them does great 
violence to the text. 
In order to evaluate these interpretations, ·we must dis-
cuss each one as a whole. We must consider not only faith-
fulness to the text, but also the internal consistency of 
each interpretation and its relation to the rest of Paul's 
eschatology. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MAJOR IN'i'ERPRETATIONS 
The Traditional Approach 
The t1--aditional view of this passage is that here Paul 
is discussing the interim ~tate.l In his previous 
1P1--oponents of this view include Floyd V. Filson, "The 
Second Epistle to the Corinthians," The Interpreter's Bible, 
ecli ted by George lirt hur Buttrick c1nd Others (i~rk and 
Nashville: l bingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953), X, 326-332; 
I-I . L. Goudge, The Second . Epistle to the Corinthians (London: 
Hethuen & Co. Y:tc1-=-;-nrzs5, . PP• 45=°54; R. P. C. Ifanson, 
I I Corinth i a ns, in To:rch Bible Commentaries (London: SCI\l 
P:~T954;-;-p:9. ~;5"~9;.Phflip E'c1gcumbe B'.ughes, Paul's Second 
!?l.§_-'£1:.~ "c~0~.~~rinth!.~, in The New Inter1}_::1tio'i:laf Cor.imentari 
92~...!J.:.~~w Te~c~.,1!!,~~!, edited by Ned '.s. Stonehouse '(Grand 
'i'fap ids: i"Tni':B. ie:--clma ns ::?ublishing Co., 1962), pp. lG0-135; 
Uilfred Henry Isaacs, Th e Seco~d Enistle of Paul to the Corin-
:c}~ir.ns (Lon9011: Oxforcf ... cJnfversITy°P~s, 19ffi , pp. 51"=5°2; 
r'r~A - Tfo;1nedy SJ- P"u1 '"" ,..,O:"IC"'p-'-1·0;,s o -" J.,,e T-.,s t ':''-, 1·1~o·s 
..... . •• • .. -~-• 1 t.,. -'~ _ .:. \., ,1,.. ~ t., . .I.- .L. t, '-- u.... -L- ... .Lb"" ( :-<:-.,""'011c' e~' i -:--; 01, · •011don· f'!'c-a··::i.·,,. •• "n- d i':'-:- _-,-, ~.- ·, ·'-0,1 ... J.i'i".il) ·)"" ·-i:r~0-
...;...::,; - - i U-v~ .. -, ~ - • ...,1, \.~ - J. ,, h.J v..._,l...,~ 1 ... (., ... 1 uv- 1 ,i;,.J• ~ V ..J ?. '7"'. rr~-, .... Li e·l- 7 ,·1,:,·1·1 A·1 (~.;,., Tro .... ..; . , ... 1~ .,, •• "\'" j'"j ,..., ______ , er.vc, -,J·ec~ h·r 
.:.J .. ~, ... ,1.l -..:> - "'...;.,i~J~.Ls. , !. .. t.J.i..;.. J.:·.J... . .. .' ... 1.., .. u.:;:;.• .... -- .. .. , t:J(...;l-'l..1-- •• c;._L, · t ,J.., 
..... - • ,;;;--,--·.r-~- -~ ..~ 'R-
.. e:rne:r Geo:ra; 1rnm1:1el, .e. •• an6 ,Juc.1 3 i..: i:l 1.e1..1en .:.estament, edited :;y G~· -:-t, - r, ,.!:I - . l'mJOf,,._ .,,--,.,. • ·...--f,'~-......,-_-;:---p'-'"T~- - ... , 117 1 ?" • un ..... e ... ,~orn;.1.c;l,1\:t ,1~.,J.n~en. u. v • ..::,. J:.l.011.:.. , _ -:; ,.~J, 1 .. 0., . ·-.,_""'.:>, 
Allan ~enzies, The Second Eoistle of the l nostle Paul to the 
Corinthians (Lonaoi.1.:1~1uillan ~ncl C'o., J..9f2J, pp. !f.{-37; 
c":"" L. - y.ffffon, "Paul's Cert8 inties. V. The Gift of the Spirit 
'1nd Life beyond Death," The E~ositoryTimes, LXIX (June 1953), 
260-2G3; Llfred Plummer, --;1Crit:i'.c"a:i and E:~egetical -Commen~f ry 
on t~1e Second ED:7.stle of ;~. "15c1t1I to t1~Co"rfn"P.'1Tans, in 1.1e 
·r11teri.l'atiorii,-1Critie2-1c·ommen"tc1ry-~ai11"'Gu:rgh: T. -&T. Clari;:, 
·rffi;"7-YJ..XIV7°T4o-fcr-1;-.Y; 1~. Sevenster, "Einige Bemerkungen 
uber den 'Zwische11zustc1nd' bei Paulus," New Testnment Studies, 
I (1954-1955), 291-296; "Some Remarli::s on-tllej""vµ.voJ in 
II Cor. V. 3," Studia Paulina: Festschrift for Johannis 
deZw~nn, compiled by 'J. rr:-S'evenster ~nd ir:-"C. vanlJni'i"fk 
-CTYaii°rlem: De Erven· F. Bohn, 1953), pp. 202-214; Joseph 
Sickenberger, Die Brief e des I-Ieiligen P~ulus an die Korinther 
und !l~r.ier (Boni1: iS'e-fer Ifansl='ern-;--ver!a~sbuchnanalung, t!.r.r~ 
p":'"u:r;l!. H. Strachan, The Second Epistle of Paul to the 
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eschatological instruction (1 Thess. 4:13-13; 1 Cor. 15:12-58) 
Paul had spoken only of the sowing of the physical body in 
death and the resurrection of the glorified body at Christ's 
coming. This instruction left~ gap between the sowing and 
the reaping, and it is this gap which Paul is supposedly 
filling here. 
According to this interpretation, the thought that he 
mir;ht die before the parousia had become a great concern :for 
Paul . ) ' , He knows that if his earthly body ( o,a.;,°" -ro\) <T'\<.W\lfovt ) 
dies, l '>-"1-he hcis a heavenly body ( "' t<a<fo;1,u1~ "" O'(,•v ) awaiting 
him at the parousia (5:1). But death before the parousia 
, 
means a time of waiting tn a disembodied state ( r''J""'"J , 5:2); 
this is a thought which Paul finds extremely distasteful. He 
therefore expresses the wish that he might remain alive until 
the parousia. At tha t time, then, he will put the resurrec-
~ , "2,q 
tion body on~ (~rr£v_/v<:ro.f'" '«I) . his present bocly, and 
what is mortal will be swallowed up by life (5:2-4). 
Cori12_~hians, in The Moffatt New T~1~en~ Co~entary, edited 
. by .ramesl\.foffattv'Te,vYor~: liarper and13r"o"thersJ?uolishers' 
1935), pp. 99-105; L. s. Thornton, The Common Life in the Body 
o:2 Christ (Second edition; Westminster: Dacre Press, 194~), 
pp. 2-8~:"z85 ; Geerhardus Vos, The Pauline Eschatology (Grand 
Rapids: Wm . B. Eer.dmans Publishing Co., l~:31, pp. f3G-198; 
Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, in Das 
Neue Testament Deutsch, eaited by Pau:r-K'.1..'t1.uius (Gtlttingen=--
Varicferu.16e~8T'Ruprecl1t, 1946), VII, 126-132; Oscar Cullmann, 
,'2::.rist and T~m-~, translated from the German by Floyd V. 
Bilson (Revised edition; Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 
1964), Pp. 238-239; Immortality of the Soul or Resurrection 
_of the Body (London: The Epworth Press, 195"8), pp. 02-55; 
G. R. Beasfey-Murray, "The New Testament Doctrine of the End," 
Evangelical Quarterly, XVI (July 1944), pp. 202-218. 
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Adherents to this view differ as to whether the 
) cf:. ~ 
~v vo-c:yc.'G-VO\ of 5 : 3 refers to the clothing with the heavenly 
body at the parousia2 or to man's present clothing with the 
earthly body: 3 In either case, Paul's desire is to be alive 
at the parousia in order to escape the dreaded interim state 
of nakedness. 
In 5:6-8, however, this interpretation finds a change of 
attitude on Paul's part. He goes from fear to confidence 
( '29artP-;;V'r'i.f , 5: 6). This change is activated by the thought 
( 
that we have the down payment of the Spirit (5:5). This down 
payment is our assurance that the power which effected the 
resurrection of Jesus from the dead is also at work within 
us preparing us for the redemption of our bodies at the par-
ousia. 
This confidence is enhanced by the recognition that if 
we leave the body in death, we will be closer to the Lord 
(5:8). As long as we are in this body we are absent from the 
Lord. This is undesirable. If absence f rom the body means 
to be at home with the Lord, then death is welcome, even 
though it means a period of nakedness. The result is tllat, 
upon further consideration, the thought which suggested 
sighing and groaning to Paul in 5:2-4 now suggests confi-
dence. 
2E. g., Plummer, p. 147. 
3
~ o• 6 
. 0 ., Hughes, pp. 1 9-170. 
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Because of th.is desire which Paul has to be with the 
Lord 1 his wish is to please him with his life (5:9). Whether 
::,/ ) -
the pcirousia finds him still alive ( "rn:.. 'i:.'iJnµ. c>v~i: ) , or 1 
11 > -because of death, in a state of nakedness ( ~,,£. £KI ri,•,HwvrL, ) 1 
his consuming ambition is to be well-pleasing to the Lord. 
This ambition is buttressed by the further consideration 
that even for the Christian there is to be a day of reckoning 
(5:10). The thought that all our works are to be made mani-
fest before the judgment seat of God ought to be our incen-
tive to live a life which will be found acceptable in the 
eyes of God. 
This interpretation 1 although very popular 1 has a number 
of inherent difficulties. The greatest difficulty is that it 
involves such a great change of attitude on Paul's part with-
in the scope of ten verses. What Paul shrinks from in 5:2-4 
he is said to embrace in 5:6-8. This contradiction cannot be 
hidden. Instead, it leads commentators to strange attempts 
to reconcile the two attitudes. Hughes, for example, speaks 
of the state after death as one of peace and bliss 1 and in 
the next paragraph says .that "death 1 although no longer feared, 
is still repulsive to the Christian •. 114 It is difficult to see 
. . 
how something which is "no longer feared" and which leads to 
a state of "peace and bliss" can be described with the term 
"repulsive." 
Lt 
-Hughes, p. 171. 
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A second difficulty with this interpretation is the 
anthropologicc:il dualism which it presupposes. By interpre-
/ 
ting iv,,µvoj as the disembodied soul or the bodiless spirit 
it introduces an unPauline dualism into the passage. The 
concept of a "naked soul" leading a separate existence apart 
from the body is foreign to the rest of Paul's anthropology; 5 
There are other lesser difficulties which, taken col-
lectively, also argue strongly against this interpretation. 
First of all, the question can be aslced: If Paul has spoken 
so confidently of the condition of the dead as a sleep (1 Co~ 
15:20; 1 Thess. 4:13) and if he has the certainty of a heav-
enly body at the parousia (5:1), why should he suddenly be 
filled with such a fear of death? If it is argued that his 
recollection of the Spirit brings him new confidence (5:5), 
then how could this fundamental truth have escaped him when 
writing 5:1-4, especially since the down payment was in his 
mind already in 1:22? It should also be pointed out that 
w!1at Paul allegedly shrinl{s from is the naked interim sta·te, 
while what the Spirit assures him of is embodiment at the 
511Just as Paul does not know the Greek-Hellenistic con-
ception of the immortality of the soul (released from the 
body), neither does he use Esyche to designate the seat or 
the power of the mental lifevihich animates man's matter, as 
it had become the custom to do among the Greeks •. Rather, 
p~yche in Paul means primarily the Old Testament u,~ ~ (ren-
dered .l?_Syche in the LXX)--'vitality,' or 'life' itself." 
Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, translated 
from the German by Kenarfck Grebel (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1951), I, 204. Cf. Rom. 11:3; 16:4; 2 Cor. 
1:23; Phil. 2:30; 1 Thess. 2:8. 
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~~s.ia. How could this assurance produce the radical change 
of attitude towards the interim state which Paul displays in 
5:6-8? 
It can also be noted that the > > '\ -~, s ocV'T'V -ro vro which Paul 
says God has prepared us for (5:5) refers back to the 
,, , -xi 
E..r£v!v~~~~' of 5:4. If one understands 5:4 to mean that 
Paul desires to avoid death and be clothed with the resurrec-
tion body at the parousia, the 5:5 would mean that Paul feels 
assured of living to the parousia and has the dovm payment of 
the Spirit to bring that about. For Paul, however, the Spirit 
was a manifestation of the new aeon, not a guarantee of con-
tinued life in this aeon. 6 This interpretation would also 
,, 
require us to take the. 01J'<1>_r£.v in 5: 5 as ref erring to Paul 
alone, since all the Corinthians certainly would not be alive 
at the parousia. 
,, 
The o, a«p&i/ of 5: 1, however, suggests that 
Paul is speaking of a general truth applicable to all Chris-
tians.7 
Finally, this interpretation makes a great deal of the 
) , ') / 
verb £r,£i,rdtJ'41 • It insists that ~.,,J,.,v must be understood 
as a clothing over of the body at the parousia. This stress 
on the prefix is not mandatory, however, for the distinction 
6cf. 2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:13. See also Eduard Schweizer 
and Others, "71'/uupo , ,rV'E.Vp, DI r 1ko~ , " Theologisches W8rter~ 
zum Neuen Testament, edited by Gerharcf"'Friedrich (Stuttgart: 
W. Kohlnammer Verlag, 1959), VI, 413-436. 
7sum:a, p. 14. 
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between simple and compound ve11 bs was not rigid in Hellenistic 
Greek. 8 It should also be noted that in l Cor. 15:56 Paul 
"" d :> r/ :rin s the simple verb EvQu w sufficient to describe the 
putting on of the resurrection body. 
We have seen that this interpretation, although tradi-
tional, presents us with a great number of difficulties. It 
results in a confusing inconsistency in Paul's thought and 
language within the short scope of ten verses. For this 
reason it is not a very attractive approach. 
Realized Eschatology 
There are a number of commentators who believe that in 
these verses Paul is expressing the conviction that the Chris-
tian will receive his resurrection body at death. 9 Those who 
n 
0 Supra, pp. 22-23. 
9These include R.H. Charles, A Critical Histori of the 
poc·~.E..!.1;1e of a FutlE:e Li~i.in ~srae'I, in Judaism, ~md in 
Chr2st1~111ity (}!"econd edition; London: Ji.dam and Charles Bl·ack, 
T9T·:n, pp. 4°'55-461; VT. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism 
(London: SPCK, 1962), pp. 311-320; "C. H. Dodd, 1fow Testament 
~'t~di~ (Manchester: The University Press, 1953), pp. 108-
llo; fi . A. Guy, The New Testament Doctrine of the 'Last 
Things' (London:-d"~i'.Jnfversity Press, 19'48), pp. 1r7-128; 
C. 7:--Georg Hein:rici, Der zweiten Brief an die Korinther in 
Kri tisch-exegetischer ~ui3e:raas°'N'eue r1'\"est"ameiit-
(Seventh-edi tion; G~ttingen: Vandenhoeclt & Ruprecht, 1890), 
pp. 132-157; Wilfred L. Knox, St. Paul and the Church of the 
Gentiles (ca·mbridge: The Univer"si ty Press, 19~9"), pp. 12rr.::--
'I"45; I'¥. Wheeler Robinson, The Christi~n Doctrine of Man 
(Third etjition; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1926), pp. 12·s-
131; Paul Vlilh. Schmiedel, Die B:riefe an die Thess~lonicher 
una c111 die Korinther in Hancl-Comment2r zum Neuen Testament 
Ts'econd edition; Freiburg: M~ademische Verlagsbuchhandlung 
von J. C. B. Mohr, 1892), pp. 236-241; Ifans Windisch, ~ 
hold this view see a development in Paul's theology from a 
Jewish, futu:;..·istic eschatology to a type of "realized" escha-
tology. In 1 Thessalonians 4:12-18 Paul indicates that he 
expects the 8dvent of Christ alraost immediately. Since the 
new acre had dawned with the resurrection of Christ, Paul can 
expect the consummation of this new age to occur very soon. 
In 1 Corinthians Paul still evidences the conviction 
thEt he and some of his converts will be alive to meet the 
Lord when he comes. In 15:51-52 he says " Yle shall not all 
sleep." The emplu1tic "we" seems to indicate that Paul places 
h i ms el:Z among t h e survivors. He still expects the advent of 
Christ within his lifetime. According to this view, there is 
~ slight development fror.1 the expectation of 1 Thessalonians. 
In 1 Thessalonians Paul considers it very exceptional for a 
Christian to die before the parousia, but in 1 Corinthians he 
has t9 assure his readers that not all Christians will die. 
The c1dvent is not quite so imminent in Paul's thought as 
before. 
In 2 Cor. 5:1-10 the alleged development has proceeded 
much further. Paul no longer is confident of living to the 
parousia; his hope is no longer fixed on the receipt of a 
resurrection body at that time. Instead, he focuses on the 
Zwei te I(orintherbrief in Kri tisch-exegetischer Kommentar Uber 
a:rs-1:feue rl'es-fament edited by ffeinrich Augus,; Wilhelm Meyer 
TN"inth edition; rrBttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1924), 
pp. 158-175. 
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moment of death. He notes that if we die, we have a heav-
enly body. In other words, we receive our spiritual body 
upon death, and not at the parousia. As long as we are in 
the body, we are away from the Lord, but when we die we shall 
be at home with the Lord (5:6-3). At that time our commerce 
with God will be by sight rather than by faith. In other 
words, 5:1-5 and 5:6-8 supposedly affirm basically the same 
truth from different points of view. In 5:1-4 Paul describes 
the future state as a deliverance from the limitations of the 
flesh, while in 5:6-8 he describes it as a deliverance from 
the limitations of faith. 
Scholars who hold this basic view differ on the cause 
and background of Paul's development. C.H. Dodd sees Paul's 
changed eschatology as the result of the delay of the parousia 
and Paul's realization that he would probably not live to see 
it. 10 The extreme dangers which he had confronted in Asia 
Minor (2 Cor. 1:8-9) had helped him to realize that he would 
probably die soon. This realization led him to focus on -the 
future of those who die, rather than on the parousia. He 
concludes that when he dies he will be clothed with his house 
from heaven. 
W. L. Knox finds the motivation for Paul's changed 
eschatology in his concern to restate the gospel in terms 
lODodd, pp. 109-110. 
' 
4G 
which could be understood by the Hellenistic world. 11 His 
experience at Athens had convinced Paul that the Jewish, 
futuristic eschatology would not prevail in the Gentile 
world. Ile therefore set about to adapt his message to the 
Hellenistic thought patterns. 
Part of this alleged process of Hellenization can be 
seen in 1 Cor. 15:42-50, where Paul "spiritualizes" the 
resurrection by claiming an ~mmaterial nature for the resur-
rection bodi. In 2 Cor. 5:1-10 this revision of Paul's 
eschatology goes even further. Paul · refers to the body with 
, I 
the Hellenistic term 01~,«. He also regards the body as a 
bt1rden from which he longs to be delivered (5:1-4). Paul 
conceives of the Spirit as a present possession (5:5), 
supposedly in terms of the divine afflatus of Hellenistic 
belief. Finally, Paul's description of earthly life as an 
exile (5:6-8) is seen by Knox as distinctly Hellenistic. 
w. D. Dcivies, on the other hand, sees the background 
Paul's change in the thought world of rabbinic Judaism. 12· 
P~ul's change from a futuristic eschatology to a realized 
for 
one 
is supposed to be understopd with reference to the Judaistic 
distinction between "This Age" and the "Age to Come." Accord-
. . 
ing to the rabbis, the "l1ge to Come" was not only the final 
consummation of all creation, but also, in a certain sense, a 
llKnox, pp. 128-145. 
12navies, pp. 311-320. · 
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he8venly possession awaiting the righteous at death. For 
Paul, this heavenly "Age to Come" had already appeared in its 
"initial stages in the resurrection of Christ. As a member of 
the resurrected body of Christ, Paul was already being trans-
formed. At death, then, Paul would already be in possession 
of another body. Both on this side of the grave and on the 
other, Paul would be embodied. For Davies it is unnecessary 
to go outside of rabbinic Judaism to account for Paul's 
thought expressed in 2 Cor. 5:1-10. 
Unlike the traditional interpretation, which was plagued 
by internal inconsistencies, the main problem with this inter-
pretation is a lack of consistency with the rest ·of Pauline 
thought. First of all, it should be noted that if this pas-
sr.ge teaches a realized eschatology, it is in contradiction 
to the teaching of Paul both before and after the writing of 
2 Corinthians. It is acknowledged by all that in the earlier 
epistles (for example, 1 Thess. 4:1~-18; 1 Cor. 15:51-57) 
Paul thought o:f resurrection and the receipt of the resurrec-
tion body as occurring at the parousia. In 2 Corinthians 
there seem to be :ref er enc es to a parousia hope which includes 
the resurrection (4:1~; 5:10). Finally, in the later epistles 
Paul still expects the glorified body to be received at the 
parousia. In Romans 8:23 Paul places the redemption of our 
bodies at the parousia (confer Rom. 13:11-14).13 In 
13Proponents of this view usually point out that in 
Rom. 8:19 Paul speaks of the "revealing" ( 0 rro,i:;0tA 11f,....) of 
I 
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Phil. 3:20-21 Paul expects the Christian to receive his 
glorified body at the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.14 
m, !~ese passa ~es seem to indicate that Paul's resurrection hope 
was pinned on the parousia both before the after the writing 
of 2 Corinthians.15 This interpretation, then, involves the 
difficult assumption that Paul makes a radical clumge from a 
futuristic to a realized eschatology and then returns to a 
futuristic eschatology. 
This change seems somewhat unliltely in view of the fact 
that nowhere in our passage does Paul indicate that he has 
changed his mind. On the contrary, he begins the passage with 
)/ 
oi<fo1.Jv~V , which elsewhere in Paul refers to a commonly accepted 
teaching , possibly even that of Paul himself. 16 
In connection with this point, it should also be noted 
the sons of God, and not of their resurrection (e.g. Charles, 
p. 460). Rom. 8:19 is parallel to 8 :23, however, and- 8:23 
speaks of a "redemption" ( &rrol\ ./TflJ<nll') of the body, and not 
just of a revealing of bodies already redeemed. They also 
find it significant that after 2 Corinthians Paul never 
speaks of "r esurrection." This could be due simply to the 
fact that in the later letters the resurrection was not a 
particular problem. 
14cf. also Phil. 1:6,10; 2:16; 4:6. The end of the age 
is very much in evidence in Philippians. 
1511N~where in the New Testament has the resurrection of 
t he body anything specifically to do with the moment of 
death. The key 'moments' for this are baptism and the 
Parousia." John A. T. Robinson, The Body (London: SCM Press, 
'f"§'o2'), p. 79. Cf. also Wendland, pp. 12~-131 and Lietzmann, 
pp. 113-119. 
16c;., l"-uupra J p. .... 
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th::it as an apostle, Paul was the bearer of a unique office 
which would affect the way he presented his mess.:ige. The New "' 
Testament concept of apostle is similar to the rabbinic 
shali~, an ~uthorized agent equivalent to the sender him-
self.17 The apostle was conscious of bein~ the bearer of 
'1postolic traditions (Gal. 1:18; 1 Cor. 15:1,11) which had 
their origin in the Lord himself (1 Thess. 4:2,15). If he 
were to make a change in this tr.:idition, we should expect him 
to announce and support such a change. 
In conclusion, then, the difficulty of harmonizing this 
interpretation with the rest of Paul's eschatology makes it 
very difficult to accept. 
Parousia Eschatology 
There are a group of interpretei·s who hold that this 
passage does not deal with the interim state at all, but 
should be interpreted consistently within the framework of 
Paul's "parousia eschatology. 1118 .According to this 
17 Cf. Karl Heinrich P..engstorf 1 ".:n-o~TOAo.s 1 " Theologica 1 
Dictionary of the Hew Test'1ment 1 edi tecl by Gerhard-YtT'ttel 1 
edited anatra""nslated byGeoffrey W. B:romiley (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Ee:rdmans Publishing Co., 19.64) ., I, 430-437. Hereafter 
this wordbook will be referred to as TD:NT. 
-13cf. Philipp Bachmann, Der zweite Brief des Paulus sn 
die Korinther in iCommentar zum Neuen Testament 1 edited by 
'ffi"eocfor Za11n (Fourth edition; Leipzig: A. Deichertsche Ver-
lagsbuchhancllung, 1909), VIII, 215-244; E. Earle Ellis,~ 
EE.,<!,~s Recent !~!_~~reters (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1960), pp. 35-48; Wilhelm 1'1undle, "Das 
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inter'!)retation Paul is concerned neither with the "when" nor 
- 1 
the "how" of the receipt of our hec:ivenly boclies, but only 
with the fact that they assuredly uill be ours. 
The proponents of this view point out that 5:1-10 is a 
logical progression from 4:7-18. In chapter four Paul has 
been speaking of the passing away of the body, and here in 
these verses he speaks of the ultimate ·passing away of the 
body in death. To do this he uses the metaphor of the dis-
mantling of a tent. r.'1undle suggests that the 1<oi"f"X~" 19fi' 
should not be limited simply to death, but should include the 
whole "swallowing up of the mort.:il" (5:4) which occurs at the 
parousia •19 Understood this way, the ""rcxAu "&'J-. would refer 
to the same occurrence which Paul speaks of with the word 
l / 
Q.\t\ er 0~ <:ro14tZ9at in 1 Co:r. 15: 51. 
Paul has confidence in the face of this destruction of 
the body for he knows that "we have a building from God" (5:1). 
1'lhile Mundle refers the of Kv<fo,µ.~ v simply to the resurrection 
body of the individual, Robinson and Ellis suggest that it 
means more than that. They hold that it ought to refer to 
Problem die Zwischenzustandes in dem l'l.bschnitt 2. Kor. 5,1-10," 
Festgabe ftir Adolf JUlicher.. (Tt:lbingen: Verlag von J. c. B. 
~~-1)~ pp :-~=1159. . . 
19Mundle, pp. 95-96; cf. also Rudolf Bultmann, 
Exegetische Probleme des zweiten Korintherbriefes (Second 
edfffon; J)armsfidt: 1fissenschaftliche Buchgesei1schaft, 1963), 
p. 10. 
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the corporate Body of Christ, the Messianic community. 20 
. ) , 
They point to the other instances where Paul uses 01-;r.otf";44" 
to refer to the Body of Christ (1 Cor. 3:9; Eph. 2:21; 
4:12,16) and see no reason to change the interpretation here. 
E,ccording to Ellis, there are a number of other things 
in this passage to support such an interpretation. First of 
1 1 P 1 >' l . . ld a - , nu_ uses the present tense s.xo.J",.£v 1 w ucn wou seem 
to be inappli~able to individual resurrection bodies. We do 
not ~~ them now. 21 J ' Second, Ellis suggests that "')(E-1fOlT'Ol"¥1TOV 
is a "quasi-technical" term for the corporate realities of 
the new aeon (confer Jn. 2:19; Acts 17:24; Col. 2:11; 
Eph. 2:11). )/ Third, the term 61,G«p'-V suggests that Paul is 
introducing a well-known concept such as that of the corporate 
Body of Christ. This corporate Body of Christ is equivalent 
to the New Temple corporeity of the Christian community (6:16). 
Ellis points out that the three key words of 2 Cor. 5:1 are 
found in Jesus' reference to his resurrected body as the new 
temple (Mk. 14:58). 22 It is not unlikely, therefore, that 
~ 20Robinson, pp. 76-77; Ellis, pp. 41-43. Cf. also 
~argaret E. Thrall, The First and Second Letters of Paul to 
~.!?,e Corinthians in TneCainor:la'g·e Bible Commentary I eoTtedoy 
P. R. E7cln-oy'cTnnd Others (Cain'bridge: The un1vers"ity Press, 
1965), pp. 145-147. She suggests this in~erpretation as 
"perhaps the most satisfactory." 
21~ 10 19 uupra, pp. 0- • 
22Mk. 14: 58 "I will destroy ~ I.~~ "VJATU.~"1 fl'\,,) ) this temple 
~ha~ is made with hand,s ( j£1f'o rro' .-.-r-o" ) , and in three days 
.1 will build (o, "'" &ofa"'t''41 ) another I not made with hands 
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Paul is alluding to this dominical saying and making the 
equation between the body of Christ, the temple not made with 
) , , 
hands, and the 01Kooo,;14t\ , the Hew Temple, the corporate Body 
of Ch:;:, is t . > ' Ellis concludes that Ol"odofatW refers to those in 
Christ "as they are incorporated into the Body of Christ in 
whom the new aeon has been fully actm1lized and who alone is 
individtrnlly present in the heavenlies. 1123 
) ' Whether one takes the 011:.o<fo.f"~ v corporately or individ-
u~lly, Paul's hopes are still focused upon the parousia. 
According to this view, 5:2-4 is not to be understood as a 
lon~ing to esc2pe death and be alive at Christ's coming. It 
is rather to be understood as parallel to Romans 2, where th~ 
Christian's groaning ( (f"rs.vf f w .I"-~v ) is due to his longing for 
the redem!)tion o:f his body (Rom. 3:23). Here, too, Paul 
I " groans ((T'T~v°'J"")'lW ) . because he wants deliverance from his 
earthly body, and not because he fears death. 
) , ., , 
The alternatives which are posed by Paul ('-<<Svw - £..r:.!vCJ , 
5:2-4) are to be viewed as the fate of the believer and the 
unbeliever respectively. Oepke has contended that to be 
unclothed ( {,;;.[v1fl'"01.<r?!)°'' ) or naked (<f'IIJA-V":.S) in the Hebrew 
) " ( Cf.;(E.1 f' 0 fl" 0 M 7t>V ) • 11 
2 Cor. 5:1 'Tor .we know that if the earthly tent we live in 
is destroyed (J,..~T•,\v"2Pi), we have a building ( o"t~".F"..,....;.v) 
from God, a house :not m~de with hands (d..)t-'l'o 7ro,~ ,-.v ) . " 
23E11;c. p "'2 
-w' • ..:: • 
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mind ha d the connotation of g;uilt and judgment.24 The oppo-
site of being clothed with the house from heaven, then, is to 
stand in the judgment naked in guilt and shame.25 If Paul is 
) \ l '"'lt'l -found in the o I Kocfo.i" .. "'' ~"- o-EA,v he will not be found nalted. 
Tl . . ., , r, , d , us 111 cerpretation equ.:ites t1T'-v-ovi..1 ~mcl '-v vlJ , ancl gives as 
:, , . , , 
support for this the opposition of E.1cSvr~rr?9a1 to Lr,£v-J.,frctTVcu 
in 5: 4 .26 
Lccording to this int erpretation, 5:6-8 refers to the 
same des ire which Paul expresses in 5:4, namely, to be away 
from our e2rthly exi stence and at home with the Lord. 
Robinson and Ellis both interpret "at home in the hody 11 to 
mean at home "in the solidarities · and securities of earthly 
e::I istence. 1127 11/w,a y from the body, 11 then, would mean merely 
the r.bsence f!"om the solidarities of the mortal bocly which 
) ' 
e:;;:ists ,.,hen one is in the oa.-;.o4oJ"'"', or "at home with the 
, l , l , .> I 
24c·:> [ • l b·~ h "· Q 1~ II O II W i,.~l111J 111-ll""-" d U "cl f.V (3 IJ ~ l , ... . J • • • :,..:. ec " ep, .... e, , , , , , 
LTiE.'11.fvu IXTl"t:,,c:ovr,,- II m!)i'J'i' I 313-3?1· 11 i.-v""4V"PJ II TDNT I 
' ' ,. ·- , ' ..., ' q ' ' ' 773-77L5.. C:i: . also Is • . ~7 :3; Ezel~. 16:37; 23:29; D'1n.-.f:j°O'b 
LXY· F os 2--=>. t. mo,,.. 2·16· T,,.. 3·17· I-~ab -::i-1-::i• '7.e,..,.'1 2·1~· · 
- J .. 1 • • V 1 J,,.A ... .,::, • 1 _.:, • • I ... , • "" • ~ I '-' lJ J. • • ... I Gen. 3: 10. 
25Sobinson, p. 77, n. 
is almost a technical term 
PaZ'ous~ ~ c~ 1 Pe~ 1 7· 
• .....'-1 • - • "' • • , 
< , 'T'l 
1: "It loo!rn as if ~"ts. ~"O-O..A£0"of 
for belng 'dis-coveTed' at the 
2 :!?et. 3.14 ." 
26,.,.,., .. , ·• ... ,. ....... "· E ,...,< .... , 1 G·- l P . • , . .,_. 
"'- • .,._so J:! .. :r;:;" ... e" , •. u!l.:, --, .:. ee_t _2,r·~:.c .. G:J :?.a ;.:1e 
IT~~, ':i:'0stc.;1ne:.1t (G1~rJ 11d 2~.:)ids : r:~11. B . ~el"d~:1=:11s !?t1':JJ .. isl, ~11~ CO., 
·;-~ri\--------- .. " , ~ _., .... a 
..:..,.,52;, p~:>. 92- S5 . She :refers the e.v-dv<ra.,-£.~o, to the 
clothina with t he Body of Christ which ·tr.ltes place a t baptism. 
Cf . Gal. 3:27; Col. 3:9-10. 
·
27Robinson, p. 20; Ellis, p. 45. · Cf. also Roe. G:12,G; 
7:2'.1; Phil. 3:21; 1 Cor. 15:43; 15:44; 2 Cor. 5:10; Ror.i. 
C:13; Col. 2:11. 
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· Lord.'' This is supported by the contrast in 5:7 between 
":.i:a ith" ::ind "sigh·~." In this body we participate in the new 
aeon only by faith, for the vision of God is realized only ::it 
the parousia (confer Rom. 8:24~ 1 Cor. 13:12; 1 Pet. l:S; 
1 Jn. 3:2). 
The view that Paul's thought if focused o~ the parousia 
is furthered by 5:10, where he is apparently thinking of the 
judgment at the last day. In view of the fact that we must 
all appear before the judgment seat, we want to be pleasing 
to God already in this present life, as well as in the future 
life. 
This interpretation is interesting, but it has not gone 
unchallenged. Objections have been raised against it which 
must now be considered. 
J t \ 
The first objection is against interpreting 01 ~000.;.11 \I" 
as the corporate Body of Christ. It is claimed that the 
) J / 
paucity of other references to 011'-"Q6,""t\ $hows that they 
cannot be determinative of the meaning here. 28 Against this 
it could be maintained that though the references are few, 
they certainly should not be ignored in seeking to interpret 
the word here. They serve as a pointer towards an interpre-
tation which is supported in other ways within the passage 
itself. 
) ' Anoi:her objection is that oi ~o<fo)A-,. v is modified by the 
28Hughes, p. 184. 
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) / ) , 
word 01k1~ in 5:1, and o,~,« does not seem to be a corporate 
wora. 29 Although this is true, it could be maintained that 
the emphc1sis ought 
rather than on its 
> ' to be placed on the meaning of ()ltc-odo>«."v , 
) / ) , 
modifier, oU<La • In other words, 011<.11, 
does not necessarily remove the idea of corporeity from 
J ' 
O\k""<fo.,Mt1v' • It should c1lso be pointed out that Ellis does 
not exclude the "indivj_dual perspective," but he says that 
this must be understood "within the larger framework of the 
) > , 
~v AacJ~ and~\/ Xf'<rTY corporeity. 1130 
It is also argued that although in certain contexts 
I 
( 11.,MVo.J is connected with those upon whom Goel' s judgment has 
fallen, it is not correct to say that the word itself comes 
to mean "liable to God's judgment. 1131 If this is true, it is 
still a question of whether one should interpret this word 
against its Hebrew background or accept a Greek meaning which 
seems to be foreign to Paul. Certainly the word is closely 
associated with the concepts of guilt and judgment, so such 
an interpretation cannot be ruled out here~ 
29n. E. II. Whitely, The Theology of St. Paul (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1964), p.-256. 
30Ellis, p. 42. Thrall, I & II Corinthians, p. 147 
solves this problem differently. She admits that ";"-,-"' is 
not the same corporate idea as of c<.0¢'0..Ntt', but she says: "We 
may describe the state of the Christian after death (verse 1) 
as a temporary form of membership of the Body of Christ, and 
his resurrection state (verse 2) as the final and permanent 
form of membership. Therefore the use of almost identical 
images is understandable." 
31Whitely, p. 257. 
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/ 
If GV..,UV"OJ does mean guilty, it is asked by some how 
Paul could even consider such a fate for himself or his fellow 
Christians.32 This objection overlooks the fact that Paul 
always recognized a tension between the Christian's assurance 
of salvation and the possibility that he could be disquali-
fied (1 Cor. 9:27; confer 2 Cor. 6:1; 13:5; Gal. 4:11; Phil. 
3: 12f. ; 1 Thess. 3: 5) • 
-A further objection is that Ellis misinterprets o-w~ ct 
(5:6-8) when he refers it to the self in its solidarity with 
sin. 33 It is true, as Ellis points out, that usually when 
aw.Jo'~ is used in this sense it has a qualifying phrase such 
as the mortal body (Rom. 6:12), the body of sin (Rom. 6:6), 
of death (Rom. 7:24), of humility (Phil. 3:21), of dishonor 
(1 Cor. 15:43), or the natural body (1 Cor. 15:44-51). Ellis 
gives three exceptions, but these too have been challenged. 
Rom. 8:13 reads: "But if by the Spirit you put to death the 
deeds of the body." It is claimed, however, that the words 
"put to death" constitute a qualifying phrase. Col. 2: 11. 
. - , ,. 
speaks of "putting off the body of flesh (TO" ,rc.1.,w.~T4S T1".S 
/ . 
Q'o.r t',O j ) 1 11 but it iS Claimed that the term "flesh II iS the 
qualification here. These "qualifying phrases," though, are 
-really only pointers to the fact that ~~.)II• can be understood 
as more than just the body alone. We have such a pointer in 
32Lietzmann, p. 119. 
33Whitely, pp. 257-258. 
verse 10 
done "in 
of our pa sscige. 
\ 
the body" ( J 1cA 
mortal, e a rthly life. 34 
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Ellis points out that the deeds 
""' ' 
-n,v <rW~tATOJ ) are deeds done in the 
""' The possibility that ~w.-'l~ in 5:6-8 
me a ns more t han t he physical body, then, cannot be excluded. 
The l ast object i on is t hat Paul should explicitly intro-
duce t he tea c h ing of "coYpor at e solidarities" if that is what 
~e is t a l k i ng about.35 This is really an objection to t he 
l~c~ of c la r ity in the passage; in fact, it can be raised 
agains t a!..y inte:rp:-etation ·which one chooses. Perhaps Paul's 
::- eade11 s ,.ro-:Jld have g11 asped t he corporate emphases mor e easily 
t:::a :i. '::e ,r:io are !lot used to thi nking i n those terms. 
:'i:i s i::1t erpre tat ion is not wi thout its weaknesses, as we 
I t does, however, understa nd t he passage as a 
c o :r:s:.s t er: t ,;,;i:lol e ut.ic!1 i s i n har~ony u i t h t he rest of Paul's 
-:::ougl:.t. 'I"her ef o:.:-e it ca n::iot b e light ly diso issed. 
:.nt i-G~os t ic Polawics 
C8:'-::2 i::: e;;:ege t e:s con.-::e:ic :;~at this <iifficult passage- can 
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in Corinth. 36 They hold that these verses should not be 
treated as a meditation on the afterlife, but as the product 
of controversy. They claim that the language is Gnostic in 
character and the syntax polemical (for example o t . . . ~M', 
) ) ,f 
5 : 4; e, S"' ~ v.O 7b vro , 5 : 5) • 
If Paul is contending with Gnostic opponents, it is 
argued, then it is only natural that he would use the lan-
gua ge and concepts of his opponents as much as possible in 
order to be better understood by them. This does not mean 
that Paul necessarily changed his theology on the basis of a 
Gnostic anthropology. 37 It only means that Paul was willing 
to become a ll things to all men, and that he would even adapt 
his language to his opponents in order to win them. 
The Gnostics considered the idea of a resurrection of 
the body absurd, it is alleged, and they hoped instead for a 
deliverance from the body at death. They looked upon the 
physical body as a tent, or as the prison house of the soul, 
so they longed to be delivered from the body in order that 
the soul might be freed and ascend to heaven naked. 38 It is 
against this background that these interpreters understand 
36Bultmann, Exegetische Probleme, pp. 3-12; Walter 
Schmithals., Die Gnosis in-itorinth (Second edition_; Gtlttingen: 
VandenhoecK '&'"'"Rupr~cht, 1965), pp. 246-261. 
37Schmiih~ls, p. 248. In fact, Schmithals claims that 
Paul never really understood the Gnostic anthropology. 
30 
~or references, cf. Bultmann, Exegetische Probleme, 
pp. 5-6; Schmithals, p. 249. 
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5:1-4. 
Although Paul uses the language of the Gnostics, he 
still insists that if our earthly body is destroyed, we have 
another body, a building from God, eternal in the heavens 
(5:1). Paul is therefore not concerned about when this body 
is received, or what condition the person is in between death 
and the pa:rousia. 39 Ee is simply saying that the life after 
death is a bodily existence, not one of nakedness as the 
Gnostics claimed. P.s Schmi-thals says, for Paul "Lebendiglcei t = 
Leiblichkeit. "4o Since the Gnostics depreciated the wealmess 
and finitude of bodily existence, Paul takes care to stress 
) / 
the divine qualities of the heavenly body--it is «X''fOTTOIII\T6V 
> I' ) - l ,... 
"'wv,ov e.v- -r-ou- OIJf01.V()£!. The sighing which Pa.ul speaks 
of in 5:2 is supposedly Paul's proof that man was not created 
for this confining earthly existence, but for a heavenly 
body. 
Bultmann and Schmithals differ on how 5:3 is to be 
understood. Bultmann sees the tautology in the phrase 
) I' > \ 
£~<f11 v-0t.1-4£-ro, ov (VJ4YDI , and therefore he chooses the variant 
., ,,, 
reading £K<fv(i""ttfa&vo, • He says that the verse is to be under-
stood against the Gnostic claim that if we put off the body, 
39Bultmann, Exegetische Probleme, p. 10 suggests that 
the destruction of the body (5:J:':j and the swallowing up of 
the mortal by life (5:4) could refer to the same occurrence 
I , ~J 
as that described by the verb °',\t\0t4"ti<rc.1;ct.v'( in 1 Cor. 15:51. 
40schmithals, p. 248. 
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we shall be found naked. In answer to this, Paul says that 
if we put off t he body (reading ~v-..lvcr~f.vo1 ) , we shall not 
be found naked. Bultmann finds the use of the variant 
necessary in order to make sense out of the passage. 41 
S .) ., chmithals, on the other hand, accepts the reading '-v-Jvu~~voc. 
He explains the apparent tautology as the result of Paul's 
inability to understand fully the dualism of his opponents. 42 
The Gnostics viewed the afterlife as a condition of nakedness, 
but for Paul that was a contradiction. To be naked is to be 
dead, not alive. Our longing for a heavenly existence is 
therefore a longing for a hecivenly body, cind if we are clothed 
with a heavenly body, of course we cannot be found naked. 
Paul shows that he thinks the Gnostic view leads one to an 
absurd position; this accounts for the tautology when Paul 
corrects their view. In 5:4 Paul continues along this same 
polemical line. He points out that we do not want to be 
) , ::> , -.o 
unclothed (u:.J".,c:rocv29ot,, that is dead) but clothed (r_-,..,f., cra.vvrx,, 
that is alive). 
According to Schmithcils, in 5:5 Paul turns from polemics 
to an ac!mowledgment of the grace of God. But even this 
verse reflects the controversy. For Gnosticism the spirit 
~ life, while for Paul it is only the down payment on 
41 Bultmann, Exegetische Probleme, p. 11. 
42schmithals, p. 251. 
' . . . 
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eternal life.~3 
In 5:6-8 Paul supposedly attacks another aspect of 
Gnosticism, namely, their arrogant consciousness of having 
alreac'ly experienced the consummation.44 They thought that 
they walked in Christ and were therefore already with the 
Lord. To counter this 1 Paul says that we wallt only "by faith" 
and not "by sight." He counters their "already" with his 
"not yet." P.ccording to Schmi thals 1 Paul's language is 
decidedly Gnostic here. Since he knows that his opponents 
reject the idea of a spiritual body, he omits any reference 
to it. His point is that whether a new body awaits us or 
not, in this life we are not yet consummated. 
The final verses, 5:9-10 1 are supposedly directed 
against Gnostic libertinism which was closely connected with 
their "consummation consciousness. 1145 Since they were no 
longer of the flesh but of the spirit, they considered what 
they did in the flesh as a matter of indifference. This led 
to libertinism. In order to combat this, Paul was supposedly 
willing to concede that they were "at home with the Lord." 
His point, however, is that in either case, whether at home 
or away from home, we must be well-pleasing to the Lord, for 
the judgment seat awaits us all. 
43Schmithals, p. 253. 
~.!l 
-"'Schmithals, p. 256. 
45Schmithals, p. 259. 
: .. ~· 
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The difficulties of this interpretation stem not so much 
from its interpretation of the text itself, as from the back-
ground which it presupposes. It operates on the assumption 
that the passage is polemical and Paul's opponents teach 
Gnosticism or a type of syncretism with Gnostic elements. If 
the opponents~ Gnostics, then this interpret~tion is help-
ful, but whether the opponents were Gnostics or not is a much 
debated question in New Testament scholarship. 46 The Gnostic 
approach ha s been rejected by such men as Ernst K~semann, 
Dieter Georgi, GUnt hex Bornkamm, and James M. Robinson. 47 
This interpretation operates on the principle that Paul's 
opponents in 2 Corinthians are the same as those in 
1 Corinthians. Many of the characteristics of the opponents 
manifested in 1 Corinthians, however, are absent in 2 Corin-
thians. The glossalalia of 1 Cor. 14:26-33 no longer seems 
to be a problem, although the opponents are still enthusiasts 
(5:12; 12:10). The libertinism which was such a danger in 
46For an overview of the problem see James l\'I. Robinson, 
"Recent Shifts in German Theology," Interpretation, XVI 
(January 1962), 76-82. · . . . 
47Ernst Klsemann, ~Die Legitimit~t des Apostels. Eine 
Unterstwhung zt1 II Korinther 10-13," Das Paulusbild in der 
neueren Deutschen Fo:rschung edited .by1{arl Heinrich Rengstorf 
tf:>-a-rn1stadt: 1Tissenschaftliche Bucheesellschaft, 1964), 
pp. 475-521; Gtinther Bornkamm, Die Vorgeschichte des 
sogenannten Zweiten ICorintherbriefes (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 
".r§"GlJ:"15,· 1 ieter -<TeorP-J.0 iJ.; e GeP'ner des Paulus im 2. Korinther-
briei (Heuk irchen-UJ.yn: - ~eukirchener Verlag, f964); James M. 
!fobinson, "Kerygma and History in the New Testament," The 
Bible in Modern Scholarship, edited by J. Philip Hyatt-u:Tew 
?ork: A1>ingdon Press, i~, pp. 114-151. 
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l Cor. 6:12-20 is not discussed in 2 Corinthians, except for 
the two general, stylized references to morality in 12:21 
and 6:1~. The problems of marriage (1 Cor. 7:1-16) and order 
in wo:.."ship (1 Cor. 11: 2-16) are not treated in 2 Corinthians. 
Important words i'rorn 1 Corinthians such as CTo<f t~ 1 qv:;rr,J 1 
-do not occur as frequently, and the '(VWfT"lJ no 
Lit:> longer seems to be the cause of pride as in l Corinthians.~v 
P.lthough these are arguments from silence, they do present a 
problem for this interpretation. 
It is also questionable whether this interpretation 
operates with a proper understanding of the Corinthians'· 
denial of t he resurrection. Certain scholars have claimed 
that t he Corinthian opponents did not deny the possibility of 
resurrection, but believed that in their baptism they had 
alre~ dy_ been resurreCJi;ed (confer 2 Tim. 2: 18). 49 They appar-
ently believed that they were already in the rest of the 
blessed. If this was the false teaching in Corinth, then 
2 Co:.". 5: 1-18 c~nnot be a polemic against a Gnosticism ,.,h.ich 
denied t ~e resa~rection . 
~,CGerlu:r c"; :7~· :.edr:tch, ":Jie Gee;ner des P8ul~s :1.m 2. 
Kori~~~o~h- i a~ ,, ~ ~~~~~.r : 1:,~e· ... · '.~.+e~· ~en+~c~~ift f~,r ~tto ----~- ·--- -v- 1 _ ....... _ _ , ... _ .. ••-' ... ~- '\I .4 . ... - "'- - -- .... -
!:~s~, eQi ted :Jy -Ott;-,3etz 1 1.fo1·tin Hengel c1ncl Peter Schmidt 
rteiden/I:oln: E. J. Brill, 1963), p. 193. 
49 Julius cchniewind 1 "Die Leugner der l.uf erstehung in 
Ko:;:-inth," 1'fachgel8ssene I!eden und .t.ufsatze, edited by Ernst 
Ka"hler (Berlin: f::11::."ed T~nelmann, 1052)-:--i>'p. 110-139. Cf. 
KUmmel on Lietznuinn 1 pp. i92-193 1 203; James M. Robinson, 
"Kerygma Qnd T·Iistory in the New Testament," The Bible in 
Noclern Scholarshin, pp. 123-125. 
... '"'· 
Sti11 · anot her problem is t ha t some of t he char~cteristics 
o -r-_· J_h ~ e opponents in 2 Corinthians do not harmonize well with 
Gnosticism. The Gnostic hypothesis raises the following pro-
blems: If t h e opponent s were Gnostics, why did they display 
letter s of :recor.1menda tion (3: 1-3) and from whom did they get 
them? Why do they p:reach another Jesus (11:4), since for the 
Gnostics t he eci r t hly Jesus was unimportant? Since th~t is 
t he c ase, wher e does Paul hope to get by maintaining that h is 
lowliness is t he :result of his unity with the lowliness of 
Jesus (4:10-12)? This very emphasis on the weakness of the 
body would be t he best proof to the Gnostics of Paul's unwor-
t hiness. 
t further weakness of Schmithals' work is his habit of 
trea ting contrary evidence as a Pauline misunderstanding of 
his opponents. 50 He uses this approach in our passage to 
interpret 5:3.51 
It is not wi thin t he scope of this paper to give a 
detailed study of t he historical background to 2 Corinthians 
or to set forth conclusions in t his matter. It is a subject 
of too great a complexit y and difficulty for t hat. Our pur-
pose is simply to show that the Gnostic baclcground with which 
this inter pretation operates is by no means sure. The 
50Schmithals, p. 31S: "Man muss mit mangelnder Infor-
mation und darum auch mit Missverstandnissen des Apostels 
rechnen." · 
51Supra, p. 60. 
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validity of this interpretation, then, is to a great extent 
dependent on the weight of the evidence for a Gnostic oppo-
sition in Corinth.52 
----..__ ___ _ 
52 /\ J 1 . J ... 1 J h . . J ' • t . ' 
~ c eas~ cwo 0~1er c,eor2es 1 wica var1a ions, nave been suggested for the background to 2 Corinthians. One of 
the mos t influenti .:i l views has been that of Walter Bauer, 
~~tgl8ubi~ki:i.t.J.:F-d ,lf.~~E;_i im iH test en Christentui:i (T~bingen: 
.. ;rlag von ..i. c . .s:-m.0111· 1 1~m, pp. 2T5-242. He maintains 
~~at the opponents were Judnizers of the type that plagued 
cne Galatians. A similar view is proposed by H.J. Schoeps, 
~tul? t:;.~anslated from the German by Harold Knight (Phil~delphia: 
1 11~ lestminster Press 1 1961) 1 pp. 74-37. This view is most 
unlikely, however, for 2 Corinthians gives no indication that 
t~e opponents stressed the Law, circumcision, the Sabbath or 
ritual purity. Paul does not seem to have to defend himself 
against charges of antinomianism, nor does he stress justi-
fication by faith. For a strong critique of this approach 
see Johannes 1\1unck , Paul and the Salvation of Ma nkind, trans-
lated from the German-by ii'rank Clar~ichmond 1 Virginia: John Knox Press, 1959) 1 pp. 135-195. 
1'. vc.1riation of t his view is proposed by Ernst K~semann, 
~p. 475-521. He suggests that the opponents are a delegation 
:i:: rom the Jerusa lem c hurch with the commission to visit the 
Corinthian church and subordinate it to the guidance of the 
Jerusalem c hurch. They were to test the legitimacy of Paul's 
apostleship c:igainst the Jerusalem canon. For a similar view 
see C. IC Barrett, "Cephas and Corinth," Abraham unser Vater: 
Festschrift f ~r Otto Michel edited by Otto Betzi Martin 
'Refi'g'eTa·Y1a"J?'eter-Scniniat-tt;'eiden/iWln: E. J. Bri l 1 1963) 1 pp. 1-12 1 and T. ·w . Manson, "St. Paul in Ephesus: The · 
Corinthian Corr esnondence "Bulletin of the John Rylands 
g~ry 1 XXVI (1941-1942); .101-I20. The problem wf'fh this 
view f's that we have no certain evidence of such a rivalry 
between the Je:..~usalem auostles and Paul. Another problem is 
whethe:r Palestinian Jews would designate themselves as "ser-
vants of Christ" (11:23) or be interested in "signs, wonders 
and mighty wol~ks" (12:12). 
A third basic approach is suggested by Bornkamm and his 
pupil Georgi. They claim that the opponents of 2 Corinthians 
are different from those in 1 Corinthians. They are Christian 
preachers of Jewish descent who consciously imitated the style 
c:ind fo:rm of the wandering Hellenistic preachers of that day. 
They considered themselves sent from God, and put great stress 
on revelations and mighty deeds. Cf. also James M. Robinson, 
"Kerygmc'l and History in the New Testament," The Bible and 
?fodern Scholarshi-o 1 pp. 131-146 and Helmut K8ster, "H~·retiker 
G5 
----------·---
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
The ma jor difficulty in interpreting this passage is the 
vagueness of its .language and the uncertainty of its syntax. 
The passa ge t herefore permits a variety of interpretations. 
These interpr eta tions have been narrowed to four basic ones: 
(1) Paul expresses a fear of dying before the parousia and 
experiencing the nakedness of t he interim state (5:1-4), but 
overcomes t his fear by remembering that if he dies, he will 
be closer to t he Lord (5:6-8); (2) Paul has progressed from a 
futuristic to a realized eschatology, and in these verses 
expresses the confidence tha t he will receive his resurrec-
tion body at dea t h ; (3) Paul has not changed his thought or 
language, but both can be understood as a consistent expres-
sion of his hope for resurrection at the parousia; (4) Paul 
has not really changed his eschatology, but is adapting his 
language to his Gnostic opponents. 
In evaluating these interpretations, several factors 
have been stressed. An interpretation has been sought which 
makes sense of the passage without putting too great a strain 
on the flexibility of the l anguage. It has also been noted 
whether the interpret ation involves Paul in contradictory 
statements or non seauiturs. Finally, it has been stressed 
that the interpretation ought to be reconcilable with the rest 
·.-.. 
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of Paul's theology . 
In l i ne with t hese criteria, dissatisfaction has been 
expressecJ with the tr8ditional view which sees Paul over-
c oming his fear of nakedness in the interim state by his 
recollection that such a st.ite will mean closer converse with 
the Lor4. This interpr etation presupposes an unPauline 
anthropol ogica l dualism and assumes that Paul experienced a 
very g:rea t cha nge of attitude in the short scope of ten verses . 
Wh at he shrinks from in 5:2-4 he is said t o l ong for in 5:G- 8. 
This is unlikely . 
The second int erpretation, which proposes a change on 
Paul's part to a realized eschatology, has also been found 
unsatisfac tory. Paul gives no indication that he might be 
expr essing a changed viewpoint in these verses . Another 
problem is tha t Paul's eschatology contains strong futuristic 
elements after t he w·..ci ting of 2 Corinthians as well clS 
before . It is diff icult, t hen, to reconcile this interpre-
tation with t he rest of Paul ' s eschatology. 
The thi:rd interpretat i on, which sees in this passage a 
consistent parousia hope, is more attractive. It interprets 
Paul ' s language against the background of Judaism. Paul is 
supposedl 1 · n • t· · ~o t l1e Body of Christ y onging xor incorpora ion in  
so that he will not be found milted in judgment . That which 
the Gnostic interpretation considers polemical is seen by 
this interpretation as the tension in P~ul between the old 
and the new aeon , between his "in Christ" corporeity and his 
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"in !:d:::m" co1·porei ty. Although this interpretation is . .... 1n1.er-
esting , it must be admitted tlu:t Priul is not as explicit as 
he might have been if he is discussing corporate realities 
here. If one believes that P.:iul'·s theological roots are sunk 
deep in J ewish t hought patterns, however, this interpretation 
seems less st:-ca inecl t h::in otherwise. 
The four t h i nterpretation, which sees the passage as a 
polemic aga i nst Gnosticism, is also attractive. If the frame-
,·,or!;: o:Z Gnostic i s m is accep.ted, then this interpretation makes 
good sense out of t he passa ge. The need to be understood by 
h is opponents wottld e,:pla in P.iul 's difficult terminology. 
The uncer t a i nty surrounding this interpretation is due to the 
fact tha t it cannot be conclusively shown ·that Paul's oppo-
nents i n Corinth were Gnostics. Perhaps this interpretation 
presupposes too much. 
It would seem, then, tll~t :further clarification of this 
p ~ssage awa i t s mor e progress in the historical reconstruction 
of t he background t o the Cor inthian correspondence and to· the 
whole of Paul's ministry. Without this progress, one can 
deal only .. in probabilities. 
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